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Rebel Statue Provokes Controversy
by Colleen Newton

art questions procedure

The CSUN proposal to establish
some type of tradition on the
UNLV campus by building a
"Runnin* Rebel" statue met with
resistance: fiftn some members of
the UNLV Att departntent.
Conflict over tho* means (the

selection process) not th««nd (the
statue), characterised tire"tone of
the Friday meeting between
CSUN President Scott Lorenz and
members of the Art department.
Meeting mith Lorenz were Art

professor# Tom Holder, Mike
McCollum, Bill Leaf, David Liirie,
and Art Club President Shirley
Willstead. They questioned the
selection procedure used in deter-
mining that the artist Montvne be
awarded the commission to con-
struct the "monument."
Saying that not enough artists or

students were contacted regard-
ing the design of the statue, the

department said the selection
process was too narrow.
"It was not a broad enough

committee," said McCollum.
"More people should have been
asked for input. Our traditions
have not yet been defined-let's
have some suggestions as to our
symbol."

"Hopefully other options are
still available," said Holder.
"Matching funds could have beett
obtained from the National Em
dowment of the Arts whim
awards grants to organizations
interested in furthering the artsfi
Lorenz, who did not contact tM

Art department before selectUbj
Montyne as artist for the projedk
said "perhaps I should hdm
contacted your department, but T
did talk toother artists, students,
the alumni association, Dr. Don-
ald Baepler, Dr. Brock Dixon, and
University of Nevada System
architect Harry Woods before
awarding the commission to Mon-
tyne."

Besides having a disagreement
with Lorenz over the selection
process, the Art department
expressed objection to the design
of the statue.
"The statue goes against the

times (post-Vietnam War). I

would like to see something
pointed more toward the future...
this; is not a classical campus or
town, yet this is a classical statue
you are going to build," stated
McCollum.
Montyne, present at the meet-

ing, was paid high compliments
by the department for his type of

work.
He said that the design was

"particular to UNLV ... to the
spirit of rebellion. ... Iwanted to
capture the spirit of youth,
strength, vitality and idealism,
not build a historical monument."
Disagreeing with Montyne's

evaluation of his work as not a
historical monument, McCollum
said that the statue "looks like it
was made torepresent something
in our past."
Lorenz said other drawing were

presented by Montyne, but that
the one selected best dramatized
the Rebel logo. "Our objective
was not to change the logo, but
establish tradition," he empha-

sized.
The Rebel logo was designed

years ago by Graphic Services,
and is used extensively on teeshirts, binders, book covers, etc.
"If you wanted someone just to

reproduce the Rebel logo, thenyou got thebest man for the job,"
said Lurie. "You're justbuying a
logo, not art for the campus. You
should put it where it represent*
the most people, and not in front
of Ham Hall."

"There seems to be a miscon-
ception here," said Montyne. "I
presented a sketch based on
Lorenz's desire. I have the
commission to make the monu-

PETITIONS PRESENTED-Shirley WiUstead. Art Club president,
displays the anti-statue petitions collected last week. Also pictured are
professors Bill Leaf and Tom Holder.

photoby Lou Mazzola

Montyne
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Student Survey
Stymied By Cost

by Leon Levitt

Objective number seven, "Stu-
dent survey." That's what the
black message board mounted
behind the desk of CSUN Presi-
dent Scott Lorenz reveals. How-
ever, two weeks before the end of
the fall semester, it still sits there
unstarted.
A student survey, as Lorenz

promised during the campaign
seven months ago, would give the
executive portion of student gov-
ernment valuable input and ideas.
Although the survey per se has
not yet been conducted, Lorenz
has a reason-and an alternative
plan.

In Mav of this year, Lorenz and
CSUN treasurer John Hunt met
with Dr. Henry Sciullo and Dr.
Lawrence Dandurand of the
UNLV Marketing department
concerning the feasibility of con-
ducting a student survey.

On May 27, Lorenz received the
project proposal as formulated by
Sciullo and Dandurand. The ob-
jectives were what Lorenz had
wanted. The survey would evalu-
ate current CSUN services, and
determine what other services
would be needed in the future.
The survey would obtain informa-
tion and opinions regarding the
Yell newspaper, and the soon-to-
operate radio station. And the
questionnaire would also look at
stu&ent ideas concerning tike
Athletic Office and Physical Edu- .
cation Complex.
The survey would be conducted

by randomly selecting 600 uni-
versity students.

Marketing Research and Devel-
opment Inc., which Sciullo and
Dandurand operate would handle
and supervise the entire process,
from the training of interviewers
to the analyzing of the data of
which they would send five

Gov't Employees Drink:
Students Go Dry

by JmmtnRmfftrty

liquor license

On Saturday night, December 3.
two separate parties were held in,
the Moyer Student Union. The
firstwas the annual U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency Christ-
mas Party for 250 government
employees. It was a private party
catered by Saga Foods with a full
no-host bar, meaning drinkscould
be obtained by purchase of
tickets. Entertainment and ser-
vice were included with their
dinner package.
The second party was presented

by the Black Student Alliance
with the rock group Cold Fire.
The dance was sponsored with
student money through CSUN
matching funds account. No bev-
erages of any type were served
at the student party. The dance
was open to all CSUN members.
The fact that alcohol was served

at one and not the other brings up
some very serious questions. On
November 17, a letter was
received by Dr. Baepler ' office
from the business license division
of the Clark County Sheriff's
Office, which said die District
Attorney's office gave an opinion
that it was illegal to serve alcohol
on the UNLV campus and all
temporary and special events
liquor permits were cancelled.
The Yell reported in its Novem-

ber 23 issue that George Holt,
Clark County district attorney,
had advised student leaders the
various roads they could take to
get the license back.
CSUN officials had already con-

tacted the university attorney
(Lome Seidman) and their legal
counsel. By Friday, Nov. 25,
attorney Seidman had written a
letter to the District Attorney
officials pruning out some faults
in the ordinance that District

Attorney Holt had pointed out
earlier. Seidman is also a deputy
attorney general for the state.

On Tuesday, November 29, the
District Attorney had reversed
their decision stating that under
review of the ordinance and new
facts brought to light the service
of liquor was not illegal.
Activities Chairman Steve Fran-

cis noted at the CSUN Senate
meeting Tuesday afternoon, Nov-
ember 29 that everything was
alright and liquor would be back
and served at the CSUN Coffee-
house on Friday.
The Hotel Association was con-

tacted to operate that bar. The
Association was then notified,
that on Wednesday afternoon
the liquor license could not be
had. The Sheriff's office feels that
the law is not defined and would
not hand out any Temporary or
Special Event licenses.
After contacting the Sheriff's

office and District Attorney's
office, the Yell interviewed both
Lorne Seidman and Dr. Brock
Dixon, vice-president for adminis-
tration (the person handling this
matter for the administration).
Seidman feels it discriminating
enforcement of the law by the
Sherifff, and that it should not be
tolerated. "But these things take
time," Seidman said.
"It's a bad play, and I've seen it

before," Dr. Dixon commented.
Seidman said on Monday he

would study the problem further.
The sameday, the Hotel Associ-

ation was contacted to run a bar
for a private party Saturday night
at Moyer Student Union. Mike
Whipple, bar manager for the
Association, told Saga foods he
would not run the bar unless there
was a license or the equivalent.
Saga foods produced a letter from
Dr. Baepler's office okaying the
service of liquor at the private

event.
Yell sources found out late

Saturday night that the Sheriff's
office was called that night and
told that the law was being broken
at the university. The Sheriff's,
officewas quoted as saying "they
would look into it."
In various interviews throughout

the week some contingency plans
were made. CSUN is planning to
take legal action, Seidman is
checking the legal situation, and
students are beginning to get
upset with this extremely unfair
situation.
The students, it seems, again

have been put on a level equal to
second class citizens. The fact is
the law is made by people, for
people, and should not be en-
forced for some and- not for
others.
The students should take this

opportunity to voice their opposi-
tion to this total lack of regard for
their rights and demand of both
CSUN and the Administration die
same rights as the U.S. Envi-
ronmentalProtection Agency had
... to drinka beer on ourcampus.
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ABSTRACTS
Drop Deadline

The last day to drop a regular
Fall, 1977 clkss and receive a
grade of WP or WF is December
15.

Final examination week begins
December 16 and ends December
22. The final examination sche-
dule is printed on page 8 of the
falf\ class schedule or may be
ootained in the Registrar's Office.

As a reminder, please be alert
that a large block of finfUr
examinations will be given ofl
Saturday, December 17.

Financial Aid
Students who have been award-

ed financial aid for the spring,
semester and are interested In
pre-registering for their classes
should bring their completed
registration packets to the Finan-
cial Aid Office, Frazier Hall 110,
for further information and assis-
tance.
To avoid unnecessary delay,

please make sure to have your
packet checked by the Registrar's
Office before contacting the Fi-
nancial Aid Office.

Solar Wind
Local astronomers are invited to

hear Dr. James J. Rickard of the
University of lowa in a public
lecture at 7:30 p.m. December 9
in the White Hall Auditorium on
campus.

Rickard, an astronomer who is
presently based at the COCOA-
Cross Radio Telescope facility
near San Diego, California, will
present a free talk entitled
"Monitoring the Solar Wind."
After the lecture, the public will

be invited outdoors to look at the
night sky through the university's
portable telescopes.
The lecture is one in a series

sponsored by the UNLV Physics
department.

Tropical Course
The University of Hawaii is now

offering a 15-day program in
intercultural communication at
New Year and twice during the
summer. It includes a five-day
mini-course which provides *a
wealth of fascinating insights and
mind-stretching activities. The
one semester hour course, "Com-
munication 499: Special Problems
in Intercultural Communication,"
may be taken for credit or just
audited.
The $297 educational/pleasure

package includes 14 nights lod-
ging, a special orientation with
two half-day sightseeing excur-
sions, a luau, plenty of free time
after the first five days, and
access to several student-dis-
counted options (meal plans,
sailing, scuba and excursions to
some of Oahu's most popular
visitor attractions). Airfare is not
included, but participants from
other than western states can take
advantage of low-cost "Indivi-
dual Tour Based Fares/]
otffher information can be ob-
Bined by writing to UH CCECS
(CHS), 2500 Dole Street, Honolu-

.96822.
Aspen Ski Trip

Minderbinder trips and UNLV
get together for the 6th annual

.
Aspen ski trip.
Jwq tups to the ski resort will be

vffffered for the month of January.
1 The trips will include seven full
• ■

L *'• *-«-■

days in Aspen, Colorado.
These days will be filled with

Alpine and Nordic ski lessons, ice
skating, snowmobiling, and lots
of fun.
The first section is scheduled for

January 8-15. The second section
will be from January 14-21. Each
section will be offered for one
credit.
The Aspen ski trip will be $200

i>er section, which includes trans-
portation, lodging, breakfast, one
skating and one ski lesson, one lift
ticket, full use of pool and sauna,
and one credit.
Reservations must be made at

the UNLV business office. A non-
refundable deposit is required,
and space is limited to 90 people.
Deadline for signing up is Decem-
ber 16.
For further information, contact

the instructor, Mrs. Patricia Dil-
lingham. 739-3791.

Free Blue Books
In an effort to save UNLV

students the cost and hassle of
purchasing "blue books" for
exams, the Consolidated Students
of the University of Nevada
purchased a large supply for
students.

Scott Lorenz, CSUN President,
said the program was a first this
year. "Providing these books was
ofminimal expense to CSUN, and
has definitely helped students,"
he said.
Printed locally, the books usually

sold at the UNLV Bookstore for 10
cents each. Now, books are
delivered to professors, students
and individual academic depart-
ments so that students never need
be without them.

In addition to saving students
the expense of several dollars
each year, CSUN's providing the
books saves students from the last
minute trip to the bookstore prior
to an exam.
"Why should students have to

pay to take exams?" questioned
Lorenz in justifying the project.

Complete with the CSUN logo,
the books are made of quality
paper, and cost CSUN less than
$1000.
Lorenz said he would later push

for provisions whereby the Uni-
versity of Nevada Regents would
pay for the books.

Hitching A Ride?
With the Christmas vacation

soon ahead, UNLV students
should take advantage of the
CSUN Ride Board in obtaining
rides or riders.

The board, located outside of the
student government offices in
Moyer Student Union, contains
an updated account of all rides
available to students and the
university community.
In addition, the board lists

persons who desire rides to
specific locations.
Tags for the board, which is a

large representation of the conti-
nental United States, are con-
tained in the CSUN office.
The service, which is provided

free to CSUN students, has
provided many students with
access to persons driving home
for holidays or weekends.
Further information on rides,

riders or the board may be
obtained at the CSUN office.

Trippy Talks
Don Trippy. developer of the

Id-terpreter test, discusses per-
sonality tests and id-terprets
them in color and design on
Wednesday, December 7, at 7

p.m. at the Las Vegas Library,
1726 East Charleston, inside the
Charleston Plaza Mall.

The slide discussion focuses on
the ancient personality types
defined by the Greeks: sanguine,
choleric, melancholic and phleg-
matic; and illustrates them in
color/design combinations based
on color theory.
Trippy administers the id-ter-

preter questionnaire and inter-
prets individual findings with the
color charts. An exhibition of
large graphic panels compliments
the program, and hangs through
the month in the Las Vegas
Library activity room.

Glamour Contest
All UNLV women enrolled in

courses leading to an under-
graduate degree are invited to
participate in Glamour Maga-
zine's 1978 Top Ten College
Women Contest.

A panel of Glamour editors will
select thd winners on the basis of
records of achievement in acade-
mic studies and/or in extracurri-
cular activities on campus or in
the community.

Winner* of the national contest
will be featured in the magazine's
August college issue, receive a
trip to New York to meet the staff
and will each receive a $500 cash
award.

Anyone who is interested in
entering the competition should
contact ShellyMiller in the Office
of Information, HU-715. There is
no limit to the number of entrants
UNLV may submit, however there
is a December 9 deadline.

Rebel Regent
CSUN President Scott Lorenz

says he plans to advocate the
addition of a student member on
the University ofNevada Board of
Regents.
"Students deserve to have input

and voting ability on what gov-
erns them," he said. He noted
that other university systems,
such as in California, have such a
policy.
While he favors a voting mem-

ber, Lorenz said he feels a student
should at least be allowed to sit on
the board with non-voting pow-
ers.
Student representation could

alternate from the two universi-
ties and three community colleg-
es, explained Lorenz. "This per-
son would really be the voice of
the students of Nevada schools,"
he said.

LV Pioneer
Volumes in memory of Al

Cahlan, pioneer Las Vegas news-
paperman, have been added to
the Dickinson Library. Al Cahlan
Endowment is one of 16 named
endowments at UNLV.
A third-generation Nevadan,

Cahlan was born in Reno in 1899.
For 40 years, he was owner and
general manager of the Las Vegas
Review-Journal, and before that
was editor of the Elko Free Press.

Canal Treaty
The controversial Panama Canal

treaty will be the subject of
intense study during UNLV's mini
term, January 3-20.

Registration for this and other
mini-term courses begins Decem-
ber 7 and ends December 28. Late
registration is December 30-Janu-
ary 3. with classes starting
January 3. '

FROM ACROSS THE NATION...
(CH)-New Hampshire Governor Meldrim Thomson last week asked

the University of New Hampshire chancellor to dismiss a part-time

journalism instructor who wrote a newspaper column critical of the

Jack Thomas, a part-time lecturer for UNH and also a columnist for
the Boston Globe, came under fire for his Globe column ''You're an
Unfriendly, Meddling Neighbor, New Hampshire" in which he called
Thomson "a bumbling busy-body who is best known for butting into
situations he doesn't know anything about.
In a letter to the UNH chancellor, Thomson said to keep Jack

Thomas in the employ of the University a minute longer would be a
gross affront to our citizens and a gross waste of their tax dollars."

(CH)-Hostile letters to the editor are routine for most student
newspapers, but even such innocuous publications as course guides
and freshmen picturebooks have gotten into hot water recently over
their editorial matter.
At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a freshmen directory

featuring photos of the new class was accused of a racial slur by
jokingly including a photo of a gorilla captioned "Harvey
Grogo-Kampala, Uganda."
And the course-teacher evaluation guide at the University of

Massachusetts was criticized as being insensitive for its choice of
artwork. For example, the guide headed the section on German with a
cartoon ofa Nazi-style salute and the Slavic language department with
a gypsy-like caricature.

ITHACA, NY (CH)-Thousands of Cornell University students marched
through campus chanting, a bonfire was built, and several hundred
professors occupied the administration building briefly, earlier this
month.
The issue: more vacation. The demonstrating students want some

type of vacation to break up the long academic stretch between the
start of classes in August and Thanksgiving.

Free Money
Researchers at UNLV have re-

ceived a $4000 grant to evaluate
the accessibility of social services
to southern Nevada's Hispanic
population. The study, which will
be conducted December 1
through May 1, is sponsored by
the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, the Ne-
vada Department of Human Re-
sources, and UNLV.

Sierra Club
The Sierra Club will hold a

moderate hike in Velvet Canyon
Sunday, December 11. Bob Gru-
met will lead. For details, call
736-6736.

1978 Yearbook
Graduating seniors can have

their photos taken for the Epi-
logue yearbook this week in the
second floor conference room of
the student union. Delma Studios
ofNew York City will be your host
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.
to 6 p.m.
The 1978 yearbook is available to

purchase now for $10 to all CSUN
members, UNLV and CCCC stu-

dents, faculty, administrators and
alumni. Senior citizens and the
general public cost will be SIS.
Price per additional copy will be
50% discount.

Internship
Applications for the Spring 1978

internship in Senator Howard
Cannon's office in Washington,
D.C., are now being taken at the
UNLV Political Science depart-
ment.
Any UNLV junior or senior is

eligible to apply for this position.
Applications should consist of
three letters of recommendation
from UNLV faculty, the student's
transcripts, and a 500-word essay
by the student as towhy he or she
would benefit from this experi-
ence. This information should be
turned into the Political Science
department before Monday, Dec.
19.
Under this internship program, a

student is paid $450 a month,
transportation to and from Wash-
ington D.C., and is allowed to
take up to nine credits.
If you are interested in this

internship and would like more
information, contact Dr. Albert
Johns (WRI 231) in the Political
Science department.

Lecture Scales New Heights
Select locations and conditions

for mountain climbing in the local
Red Rock Canyon area will be
among the topics explored during
a university presentation Thurs-
day.

George Urioste, assistant profes-
sor of anthropology, will give a
free lecture and color slide show
at 8 p.m. in room 203 of the
Moyer Student Union. The public
is invited.
Entitled "Mountaineering in

North and South America," the
program will also discuss the
various possible locations and
techniques of mountain climbing
that Urioste has encountered
during his 23 years of experience
in the sport.
Considered an expert in his

field, Urioste has led several first
ascent expeditions.
His last adventure was in the

summer of 1976. when he did
exclusive rock climbing in the
Yoscmitc Valley and Tuolomne

Meadows in California.
Thursday's program is one ol

series sponsored by the UNLV
Outdoor Recreation Program.
Pattie Robertson, Outdoor Recrea-
tion director, serves as planner
and coordinator of the series.

George Urioste
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USUNS Focuses On Its Growth And Maturity
by Michael C. Chase

delegates support 'student' regent

Growth of the relatively new
student organization known as
USUNS (United Students of the
University of Nevada System) is
continuing rapidly, as evidenced
by their meeting held in Las
Vegas Dec. 2-4.
USUNS held their first meeting

July 30, 1976, in Carson City, and
has matured rapidly since its
inception.
The organization is comprised of

members from each of the six
schools in the University of
Nevada System: UNLV, UNR,
Clark County Community Col-
lege, Northern Nevada Communi-
ty College, and the two Western
Nevada Community Colleges.

continued growth and maturity.
Hunt says, "The most effective
part abput USUNS is that it is
here, and people are feeling its
growth and involvement."
Next year, attention will be

placed on stabilizing the group
and providing a forum for the
participating schools to voice their
opinions and have action taken.
The conference, held at the

Flamingo Capri hotel, covered a
variety of items, including the
discussion of necessary require-
ments for the new chancellor,
Constitutional amendments, and
the possibility of having a voting
memberon the Board of Regents.
Ironically, the group's discus-

sion of qualifications for the
Chancellor's position ended in the

CSUN Treasurer John Hunt,
who is also the current USUNS
President, sees the group as
being in its second phase of
existence.
Last year, Hunt says, was the

creation phase--with the primary
goal being the creation of a
USUNS Constitution and survival
of the organization.
This year's goal is to focus on

same manner as a similar discus-
sion held by the UNLV University
Senate.
In the latter meeting, the

University Senate, after having
devoted considerable time to the
discussion of this matter, finally
decided to leave it to the
discretion of the representatives
who would be attending the
meeting to choose the Chancellor.

An amendment to the USUNS
Constitution was passed, stating,
"Votes to repeal a previous
provision of USUNS legislation or
to reverse a previous position
taken by USUNS shall require a
J/j majority of the total member-
ship of the USUNS delegation in
favor for passage.
The amendment was proposed

by CSIIN Vice-President Ken
Holt, and was intended to reduce
the tendency of the organization
to reverse its decisions lightly,
which would result in decreased

credibility for the group.
A resolution was also drafted--

which will go to the Board of
Regent and all concerned-detail-
ing USUNS' support in having a
voting student representative on
the Board of Regents.
A letter was also drafted, elicit-

ing the support of Senators
Cannon and Laxalt and Congress-

photo by Lou Mazzola
man Santini for a Tax Credit Act
which will, if passed, take effect
in 1980 and allow students
meeting certain requirements to
lessen the amount of taxes which

must be paid.
UNR Student Body President

John McCaskill proposed a re-
structuring program for USUNS,
which he will work on in detail
and make a presentation at the
next conference.

He proposed that the number of
delegates from each school be
limited to 2, (it is now four, total
of24) and that one of these be the
student body president. He furth-
er proposed that the meetings be
held monthly, directly before the
Board of Regents meeting. Since
the expense of student body
presidents are already paid to
these meetings, this money would
not have to come out of USUNS
funds, thus decreasing costs
greatly. This would also mean
there would be 12 extra students
to be present at the Regents
meetings, creating greater inputand support.
The quarterly USUNS confer-

ence would be eliminated, but
there might be one large forum
per year to provide a greaternumberofstudents to participate.

UNLV delegates Jerry Gatch and
Peggy Burnham submitted a
charge of impeachment against
USUNS Vice-President Glenn
Powell for, among other reasons,
non-attendance resulting in dere-
liction of duties. Powell will be

SQUARE TABLE DISCUSSION-The 24 delegates to the USUNS
conference discuss issuesrelevant to allNevada students.

photo byLou Mazzola

Wft4r 5 77/£ QJJESTION7-VNR President John McCaskill, USVNSPresident John Hunt. CSUNPresident Scott Lorenz and UNLV studentMarshal Wilhck listen to a motion made by one of the delegates.
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ROVINGPHOTOGRAPHER
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Question: What would you have
to be offered toyou topose nude?

0

GOda HolUday-FMluiani "They
would have to make me the
greatest in the world. "

Roger Moon-Fmhrnan: "A mil-
lion dollars. First. I wouldn t
pose, and then, who would offer a
million dollars? If someone did,
then a million dollars is a million
dollars. "

Rhonda Roban--Sopbomorei "'3
million dollars in a brown paper
sack, cash, and I'd have to check
out the serial numbersfirst "

Steven Elite-Seniors ' If they pay
me what the going rate is. I'd do
it. I don't care. "

Kelly O'Qulnn-Sophomare: "No-
thing! / wouldn't do it. I'm not
that kind of a person. It takes a
special kind, andI just don "t have
what it takes. "

YELL
SPEAK

Can Wβ Really Call H A Student Tradition?
At lastl Something new is happening on this campus-controversy.

Some students and faculty members are finally expressing concern ofuniversity affairs. The object of their attentions is the proposed CSUN
"Runnin' Rebel" statue to be built at a cost of $25,000 and placedsomewhere on campus. Few people object to CSUN President Scott

Lorenz s idea of starting some type of tradition on this campus--it is an
ambitious and worth project that merited consideration years ago. And

'V° be aPP laused for starting the project with a minimum
(S100G) of student funding. Raising the balance through donationsfrom students, university organizations and community groups is alsoan excellent idea. But statues aren't built just with money.

When did Lorenz ask for ideas'! After his meeting with AthleticDirector Bill Ireland last summer, where the idea for the statue was
conceived, he said he consulted "some" faculty members, studentsand community members. That's all fine &nd well, but did he reach
enoughpeople? Shouldn't the entire university community have had asay in a project that affects every member-after all, fewon campus willescape from seeing the piece once it is placed on UNLV soil.

Were students surveyed, there would be no quarrel with statueselection and construction. At least then we would know if studentseven want a statue on campus, let alone what kind.

Maybe they had some ideas to contribute, but we'll never know.
Establishing tradition is fine so long as it's established by university
consensus and not by the dictates of the elite.

Too, I don't think all planning options were explored once the statue
was decided upon. It seems that no one even thought to consult the Art
department. If a sculpture is to be erected on campus, are not the
resident artists the first and most logical people to be sought for
advice? Their expertise and professional contacts are essential to a
project of this magnitude. If consulted, they would have told us that
matching funds for such projects are available from National
Endowment of the Art: could another $25,000 have been ours?

Students again are taking an active interest in campus politics.
Maybe the issues aren't as salient as those of the 60's, but they do
speak once again to the prevailing concern of students to take an active
part in the university community. UNLV students share that concern
and ought to have it nourished. Thus far their administered diet has
failed to meet the minimum daily requirements for a healthy, strong
student body.

colleen newton, editor

LETTERS
TOTHE
EDITOR

Who's Wrong?
Dear Editor:

Late in October I was ap-
proached by the Roving Photo-
grapher. I was then asked how I
telt regarding the extra fees we
must pay at CSUN activities
functions. My answer indicated
that I was not in favor of this
procedure. When the article was
printed in the November 23
edition of the Yell it indicated that
I was "deadly against it." The
article seemed to reflect the
author's biased attitude, but by
no means am I able to see her
justification of mv quotation.

I am able to see the need for an
objective survey such as this
providing it is not used as a tool to

manipulate people as the Roving
"Photographer" sees fit.

BrettTorino

[.Photographer's note: The
majority of the time I will read
back exactly what 1 have written
to see if the words match the
person's thoughts. In fact, in the
original response, there was a
word crossed out and replaced
with another word by Brett.
If anyone doesn't like his or her
response, they have the chance to
come up to the Yell and change it
before theprinting deadline.]

Thanks, Scott
Dear Editor:

Rumor has it that students at

UNLV are indebted to Scott
Lorenz for acquiring the discoun-
ted movie iickets at Mann and
Plitt Theatres.

Also, - 1 understand he is
working with the Aladdin Theatre
to get us S3 discounts on the
concerts held there and that
tickets willbe available to us as as
soon as the problem of securing
the tickets and money are settled.

This letter is to thank Scott for
his interest in the students and to
acknowledge the fact that some of
us really appreciate the work he is
doing.

John M. Fritz

[Editor's note- It was last year's
CSUN President, Dan Russell,
who obtained the tickets-Lorenz,

though, did renew the discounts.
Also, $ 1 discounts at the Aladdin
are in effect (although temporar-
ily suspended), not X?.]

Disgraceful Room
Dear Editor:

Last week I was in one of the
study rooms at the library when I
heard this annoying scratching on
the wall and giggling. It was
really bothering my concentration
so I went next door and found the
scratching was being caused by
two girls writing on the walj.
After I pointed out that itwas a bit
childish to be writing on the walls,

Cantinufd on page 5
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theyreplied, "everybody else was
doing it."

The study rooms are a disgrace
and I don't see how anyone can
study in them without spending
an hour reading the graffiti.
I think somebody in this school
should break down and paint
those rooms, possibly the clubs
since I saw several fraternity
letters written in big bold felt tip
on the walls.

If necessary, the rooms should
be locked and students would
have tosign them out. One of the
work study students could be
responsible for checking the room
when the students leave.

The fact that the rooms an
such a mess indicates to me that
some individuals aren't respon-
sible enough to use the facilities
at UNLV and that maybe drastic
measures should be taken.

Nina Garcia

We'll Use It
Dear Editor:

Last Sunday, The Valley Times
carried a banner story concerning
the university's possible use of
the proposed downtown sports
complex for basketball games.
The headlines read "UNLV
Thumbs Nose at Downtown Are-
na" and the article went on to
quote an employee of our athletic
department to the effect that the
downtown arena was not a desir-
able place to go.

Truth is, nothing could be
further from the thinking of the
University's Administration.

We at UNLV, in point of fact,
are pretty much aligned philoso-
phically with the people of the
Downtown Progress Association
for two important reasons.

The first is a practical one.
Rebel basketball is popular in
Southern Nevada and, lament-
ably, the local fans cannot be
accommodated in the 6,200 seat
Convention Center Rotunda. We
are all looking forward to the day
when a larger facility opens its
doors so that no Rebel supporter
has to be turned away.

If, through circumstance, an
arena is constructed downtown
ahead of the development of a
campus facility, the university
would consider seriously taking
advantage of the expanded seat-
ing capacity.

In fact, we have already come
to an informal agreement with the
Downtown Progress Association
that Rebel basketball be given
high priority in the scheduling of
the arena and, indeed, we are
grateful for such consideration.

Secondly, if a convention and
sports complex is to be con-
structed downtown, the univer-
sity has an obligation to support it
enthusiastically.

We all have a stake in the
future of downtown Las Vegas
and, if the area flourishes, it is to
everyone's advantage.

Arthur C. Gentile
Vice President for
Academic Affairs

Grafitti Gripe
Dear Editor:
Here's hoping all fellow stu-

dents had a chance to catch "The
Walls of Knowledge" in the Nov.
23 issue of the Yell. I somehow
get the feeling that the "tasteless
should" who put the section

together are themselves the type
ofpeople who spenfl a lot of time
watching 25 cent (licks at Adult
Book Stores. I feel, by no means,
that the Yell has to be li
straightlaced "goodie goodie,"
but the filth found in "The Walls
of Knowledge" was downright
unfit for human consumption.

After reading the toilet grafitti Idecided to write the editor and
while reading the paragraph
telling how to go about it found in
the last sentence somewhat of a
paradox-"The editorreserves the
right to edit for space, clarity, or
unnecessary obscenity." What
happened guys, has the obscenity
editor quit? If you people are
trying to prove the Yell is a
liberated press, I don't feel this is
quite the way to go about it.

Ken Harris

[Editor's note: No, the obscenity
editor(I've never been called that
before) didnot quit: I merely was
out of town. But I gave my
approvalbefore I left, so I take all
bihme, or credit if you read khe
p. s. on the next letter. ]

Anti-Statue
Dear Editor:

$25,000 for a statue? Isn't that a
little extravagant for something
as non-essential as a piece of rock
(and synthetic rock at that)? I
realize donations are being called
for to build this statue, but the
time and effort might be better
spent on something a little more
pressing. How about some park-
ing, CSUN? We could use a little
more, you know. You could do it
big and try and get a four or five
story job like UCLA, or just
asphalt a little more of the dirt
around campus. This school is
great for future hotel operators or
pro basketball players, and I'm
proud of that. But in order to
attract anyone else, (besides
locals who can't afford another
school), we will have to place a
little more emphasis on real
improvements in our campus and
less on showy bullshit. Don't
placate us with partytime and
statues, do something to improve
this place. (1 like the parties but
there's not much parking there
either.) Come on, Lorenz and Co-
skip the statue and move on to
some projects of a little more
pertinence (almost said "rele-
vance," but it would have sound-
ed so " '60's.")

Dennis Cobb

P.S. Congratulations to the Yell
for having the spine to print four-
letter words. I guess someone
there must not be from a
monastery. Or was the regular
editor just sick?

More ...

Dear Editor:
A university campus that is

concerned about its image should
make an effort to present the
highest level of aesthetic excel-
lence to its community as reflec-
ted in its architecture, environ-
mental design and public sculp-
ture.

It is the opinion of the artists of
this university and community
that the proposed sculpture to be
commissioned by CSUN does not
reflect that standard. It is,
instead, a flagrantly poor example

of 19th century statuary, to be
executed in a material and style
inappropriate to contemporary
issues in art.

It is unfortunate that CSUN has
elected to commission a work of
this magnitude without the bene-
fit of professional expertise and
guidance from knowledgeable
consultants.

Thomas J. Holder
Associate Professor of Art

And More . . .

Dear Editor:
After viewing the photograph

of the proposed 525.000 "Rebel
Sculpture" to be installed in front
of the library, I feel I would like to
offer some suggestions.

First, I totally agree with
President Lorenz that traditions
on this campus are lacking.
It seems the best we have is
something called the "Wet T-
Shirt Contest." We do need
something to pull us together,
something we can proudly point
to »n<i claim, "This stands for us
and our quest for knowledge."
Can a work of art accomplish this
goal? Possibly, possibly not.
A piece of sculpture is, after all, •

manifestation of the sculptor's
idea of beauty and the human
condition. It may or may not
transcend that particular sculp-
tor's personal vision and com-
municate new insights to you and
I. Certainly, a piece of sculpture
that belongs in the late 1800's to
early 1900's, that is a weak copy
of the "Minuteman," that looks a
lot like a logo for an inaurance
company, that is totally insenal-
tive to the anti-war feelings of thla
day and age, has, in my opinion,
no chance of drawing anyone
together on this campus.

This is a new and unique
campus. New and unique means
must be found to give us a sense
of identity that we all feel is
missing.

If the consensus of the people
who work and study at UNLV is
that a piece of sculpture will help
us achieve our goals, then how
about a national compethon that
can be facilitated by the National
Endowment of die Arts?

Again, I agree with President
Lorenz, something is missing.
Let's find out what it is, aak for
input from the university com-
munity, and go about implement-
ing their wisn.

Mike McCollum
Associate Professor ofArt

Still More . . .

Dear Editors:
CSUN President Scott Lorenz

recently sent a letter to the UNLV
Art Club requesting donations to
be used to build a statue of a
"Running Rebel," our school
mascot. According to that letter,
the statue will be made of "white
poly-marble," will cost $25,000,
and will be paid for by "donations
from students, faculty, campus
organizations and civic leaders."
The statue is also ugly; it's bad

art, and the decision to build it
was arrived at with no apparent
consideration for the needs and
desires of the main body of
students at UNLV.
The project was presented as a

fait accompli to the Art Club by
Scott Lorenz. He said in his letter
that the statue was a joint project
ofCSUN and the Athletic depart-
ment. Apparently the Athletic

department wants a symbol to
flash on the screen during basket-
ball games.
But do the students at a whole

want or need $25,000 worth of
symbol? The students, who willhave to co-exist with this crock of
"poly-marble," were not asked.
Nor was the Art department
asked for their opinion. The
faculty and students of the Art
department are, as far as I know,
unanimously against putting it
up. It seems silly to hide a symbol
for our "team spirit" behind a
pseudo-artistic facade, and then
position this sickly conglomera-
tion in the center of the school so
that everyone must endure it.
Good art is invigorating and

provokes thought and comment.
Bad art is merely cloying and
depressing. This statue, in my
opinion, is bad art. Not only that;
it is inappropriate bad art.
School mascots traditionally

have had some relationship to
history and/or reality. What
possible relationship could there
be between Las Vegas, UNLV,
and a Boston Patriot person who
runs a lot? (I can't resist
wondering whether he was run-
ning at something or running
away from something.) Is this a
Confederate rebel from the Civil
War, or a rebel colonist from the
Revolutionary War? In the artist's
concept drawing published in the
November 23 edition of the Yell,
the statue is dressed like a
colonist in a three-cornered hat
and knee breeches, and is carry-
ing a musket. Perhaps a better
name for this statue would be the
"Running Revolutionary." Not
only is it a bad statue; we don't
even know what kind of "rebel"
it is supposed to be! Maybe it is a
generalized rebel. Whether Con-
federate, Colonist, or abstraction,
none of these "rebels" have
anything in particular to do with
Las Vegas or Nevada. Here in Las
Vegas, we haven't had a good
rebellion in, oh, at least a year or
two. Do we need to raise a
monument to our plagiarism, and
then call it art because otherwise
it seems too silly?

I hope that CSUN can find better
things to do with its time and
energy than capriciously raise
funds for a bad statue of a
generalized "rebel" that will
have to be endured by the entire
student body for years to come.

Leland Palmer

Pro-Statue
Dear Editor:

In the put few weeks there has
been much talk about the "Rebel
Statue." Unfortunately, a lot of
what I have heard has not only
has been negative, but has been
false. Many students and faculty
members who oppose the statue
are claiming that "CSUN is
wasting 525.000 on the statue."
1sincerely hope that these people
are simply misinformed and not
intentionally coloring the facts
because CSUN is not spending
$25,000 on the Rebel Statue!
Although the statue will cost
approximately $25,000 to com-
plete, CSUN will spend $1,000 at
the most. The remainder of the
money needed will be donated by
student organizations, local busi-
ness leaders, and regents. Some
of the donors are the Alumni
Association, $500; Kappa Sigma
Fraternity, $150; Alpha Kappa
Psi Fraternity, $150; Regent
Chris Karamanos, $500; and
Bonanza Printers, $150, This is
just a partial list of support that is
Continuously coming in from a

wide spectrum of people con-
cerned with UNLV.

The UNLV campus ii a rela-
tively new campus that will grow
bigger and better in the years to
come. There are great plans for
this campus--a new Hotel build-
ing is just one of the plans now
being worked out. The UNLV
campus is now only a third buih.
The State and the Board of
Regents can build us new build-
ings, parking lots, and stadiums
but the traditions of this school
must be buih by us. The
character of the UNLV campus
must be made by the students
who are the university. It may not
seem all that important now, but
go to Los Angeles and see what
the statue of "Tommy Trojan"
means to the students of USC.
The plans that are being made for
our campus will make us one of
the leading universities in the
country. I think it's time we shun
our local college habits and start
acting like a major university.
The "Rebel Statue" is just a start
of student traditions and charac-
ter that will make UNLV re-
spected across the country. The
traditions start now: let's not
stand in their way.

Sen. Don Soderberg
University College

More . . .

Dear Bitot:
Wefcnsider Montyne as per-

haps most progressive of all
modeH classical sculptors. His
workHrepresented in galleries
and collectionsthroughout
the wW includingceiling murals
at Grand Hotel, Hilton

and Circus Circus
HotelHll in Las Vegas and also
the llligung Collection in In-
done^HHisßpited edition pieces usu-

ally atßt 30 inches tail currently
sell $6,000. His original
Windsoog in our Houston gallery

is appraised at J25,000. It is
carved poly-marble and stands
four feet tall. Montyne also
executes individual commissions
through this gallety.

Eve Carter
Director, Jamari Galleries

MGM Grand Hotel

Checks Balance
Dear Editor:
The controversy currently being

debated within CSUN dealt with
the responsibility of the various
elective officers to each other. At
the beginning of this term the
three executives agreed that all
appointments and major decisions
would be a result of a % vote of
the CSUN Executive Board., The
Senate has lost the sharp faction-
alism that crippled it so severely
in the past. Why then should
there be such suspicion and
hostility?
The answer lies in the function of

a Jf°i«i«tiye branch of govern-
Jnent. Traditionally, the legisla-
tive branch has been in charge of
the passage of legislation, but one
of the most important functions of
such a body is to counterbalance
the Executive. This is not to say
that any. particular action or
person needs»sp*cial supervision,
but thete>M foil small

three-min ■BcutiV'ib. Board) Jo
become an IpjgHxflp where all
important fiMlts'are formed.
The danger iftftucfaii caje is the

Continued on page 18
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The Plain Facts About Aspirin
Once when a person became sick, and asked the doctor what to do,

the reply would have been: "Take two aspirins and call me in the
morning." Now, the doctor would say: "Take two Anacin/Excedrin/
Bufferin/Tylenol ..."

Over-the-counter (OTC) pain-killers are a $75,000 market. And
everybody wants a piece of the action! But the center stage is not
aspirin. It's acetaminophen-otherwise known as Tylenol, Datril, etc.
According to one trade publications, the non-aspirin category is
"probably the hottest on the market today." Tylenol is now the
number one pain killer, passing Anacin, Bayer aspirin, and Bufferin.

The advertising has become fierce. Anacin commericials tell you
that "your body knows the difference between (Tylenol) and
adult-strength Anacin." A man in a store tells us that "I used to take
Tylenol. But it didn't provide me with an added relief action I wanted.
Bufferin does."

What is that "added relief action?" Although aspirin and
acetaminophen are equal at relieving pain and fever, acetaminophen
lacks aspirin's ability to reduce inflammations, such as that which
accompanies reheumatoid arthritis and other connective tissue
disorders.

Some advertising exploits that disadvantage. An Anacin ad to
doctors asks: "Are arthritics cheating themselves ofanti-inflammatory
benefits with Tylenol? More and more physicians are asking this very
question." And if they are, they had best turn in their licenses.

Claims and counter-claims can leave a consumer confused as to
which pain-reliever is the cheapest brand of aspirin you can find on the
shelf. Some makers add a few extra ingredients of dubious value and
charge a high price for them.

The highly-touted Anacin, for example, contains slightly more
aspirin per tablet than a five-grain tablet of plain aspirin, and some
caneine-but costs about four times as much as store-brand aspirin.

Bufferin adds two antacids in small amounts to its aspirin. There is
little evidence that "buffered" aspirin is faster or more effective than
plain aspirin.

Excedrin, the "extra-strength pain reliever," contains aspirin,
acetaminophen, and salicymide, with some caffeine. But according to

the American Medical Association, salicymide is so weak, it is
ineffective. The AMA classified it as "not recommended."

Extra-strength Tylenol and Datril 500 have about 7.5 grains of
acetaminophen. But they cost twice as much as their regular
counterparts.

Most of these "extra ingredient" pain relievers cost much more than
plain aspirin. The highly-promoted Bayer aspirin costs much more
than a lower-priced brand. (In a local Safeway store, a 100-tabletbottle
of Safeway aspirin costs 93 cents. One hundred tablets of Bayer cost
$ 1.04.)

Claims about the safety of acetaminophen have been made. Tylenol
claims on its box that it is "safe, fast pain relief." But recent studies
have pointed to acetaminophen as causing fatal liver damage. The
studies are inconclusive. But one should be aware that claims for
saftey of acetaminophen are unfounded. Both aspirin and
acetaminophen are equally safe when used as directed on the tables.

Some people are sensitive to aspirin, they may be allergic to it; it
may upset they stomachs; they may have side effects when takingaspirin. In those cases, acetaminophen is a reasonable substitute.(If you experience stomach discomfort when taking aspirin, try taking itwith a full glass of water.)

Overall, aspirin and acetaminophen are both good pain killers. Butaspirin is the drug of choice because of its effect on inflammation. And
it costs much less than acetaminophen. Buy the cheapest brand you
can find on the shelf, and distrust all claims for so-called"extra-strength" products.

If for some reason you can't take aspirin, then acetaminophen is areasonable choice. As with aspirin, buy the cheapest brand on theshelf. The products with more pain-reliever may be slightly moreeffective, but not enough to justify the higher price.
If the aspirin/acetaminophen war keeps up, America will get an

Excedrin/Tylenol/Bufferin/Bayer headache!

Next week, Consumer Yell will give out the first semi-annual SpuddyAwards for outstanding stupidity in consumerism. Don't miss it!

Statue, Host Fund, Subjects Of CSUN Senate
by Michael C. Chase

host fund limit set at $1500

"It is a fact you're fooling
around with student money,"
said UNLV Art Club President
Shirley Willstead in remarks she
made to the CSUN Senate on Nov.
29.
The statement was made in

reference to the $1000 CSUN has
thus far spent towards the
erection of the "Running Rebel"
statue. Willstead's objections to
the statue are outlined in an
article in the Yell, Nov. 23.
Her feelings were that CSUN

was acting as an "autonomous"
body and that the Art Club and
students-at-large should have
been consulted before any action
was taken.

She further said that CSUN
worked in an "underhanded"
fashion by not informing the
students and staff of their inten-
tions.

She is currently circulating a
petition to the effect that stu-
dents, faculty and staff are in
opposition to the erection of the
statue and to the use of CSUN
funds for this purpose.
Willstead concluded her remarks

by saying "Anyone trained at all
in art can definitely see it is
something that you would not
wish to leave on the campus for
future generations to point out
with scorn and say, 'Look what
they left us!' "

CSUN President Scott Lorenz
then addressed Willstead with the
fact that the Senate had already
given him a vote of confidence in
the matter and that no less than
two articles had appeared in the
Yell describing the statue and the
means for obtaining the necessary
$25,000.

He told Willstead. that the
sculptor of the statue would be
the internationally famous Mon-
tyne, who has sculpted statues in

front of Caesar's Palace and
Circus-Circus, and has painted
murals inside many other Las
Vegas hotels.
He continued by pointing out

that the statue would be paid for
with donations from student and
civic organizations.
People who have donated thus

far are: Regent Chris Karamanos,
S500; UNLV Alumni Association,
$500; and $1,000 from various
organizations on campus.

Lorenz finished by saying, "This
campus is 13 years old. It has few
traditions, and I don't know about
you . . . but 1 have seen over two
dozen college campuses in the
past 2'/j years, and I see statues
on those campuses; I see large
trees, 1 see fountains. I see
benches, 1 see a hell of a lot of
tradition that we don't have at
this campus. And the reason we
got started on the project in the
first place is that 1 feel that we
need to create tradition on the

campus of UNLV . .
. and there

may be some people who do not
agree with that. I have been
working for tradition for the past
three years on this campus; I will
continue to do sol"
The Presidential Host Fund was

discussed. It was brought up that
a ceiling of$1500 had been placed
on the fund the previous year.
The Controller's office notified
the Senate that the ceiling was
still in effect, and would require
President Baepler and the CSUN
Senate to approve an increase.

Gene Russo made a motion to
maintain the $1500 limit; the
motion passed.
A committee was created to

investigate the possibility of rein-
stating the mandatory athletic fee
and it was announced that
President Baepler will attend the
next Senate meeting in order to
answer questions the Senators
might have.
The matching funds request

made by the Emanon Society for
$266 was approved, and Sam lorio
was approved for the position of
associate justice of the CSUN
Judicial Board.
Roll Call: PRESENT, Dawn

DuCharme, Lise Wyman, Bob
Biale, John Dunkin, Ingrid Hege-
dus, Scott Hoover, Lorraine Ald-
erman, Gretchen Smith, Dave
Bergen, Jerry Gatch, Chuck

White, Cindy Kiser, Richard
Simms, Bill Botos, Rob Nielsen,
Susana Reyes, Gene Russo, Don
Soderberg, Andre Bell, Joe Mat-
vay.

ABSENT, Leon Levitt (excused),
Bruce Bayne (excused), Dt-ann
Turpen (late, unexcused), Peggy
burnham (unexcused), Greg Mc-
Kinley (unexcused).

Willick: The Bucks
May Stop Here
by Mike Spadoni

Marshal S. Willick, a junior inEnglish, has been selected as
UNLV's nominee for the Harry S.
Truman Scholarship.
"All my plans revolve around

eventually entering work in gov-
ernment," said Willick. "Respon-
sibility in government is the
single largest challenge facing
this generation. I hope to prove
equal to the trust that UNLV has
placed in me."
The Truman Scholarship was

established by Congress "as the
official federal memorial to honor
the 33rd President. It is designed
to provide opportunities for stu-
dents who show high potential for
leadership in government.
One student from each state,

and the District ofColumbia, will
be chosen for the scholarship,
which authorizes payment of up to
$5000 a year for "up to four years
to each winner.
The winners will be chosen inApril, 1978.

AS I SEE IT
by Gene Russo

GUCT COLUMN

As 1 see it, UNLV's time has come. Yes, we are finally in the limelight
and climbing. Our administration, from President Baepler on down, is
doing the best they can to help us in academics and career planning.
Our professors are oonstantly improving. Our student government
officers, from the senators to the student body president, are doing
their best to represent the students. And you as students have shown
the most noticeable improvement. 1 believe that our school spirit is on
the rise, and you're to thank for it.
Our Athletic department is also doing a fine job in giving us excellent

games and events to attend (i.e., football, wrestling, and our golden
eggs, the basketball team, of course). The Athletic department has to
be given credit for making our campus known nationwide.

So, as you can see, UNLV's time has come. There are a few areas,
however, that can use some beefing up, in my opinion. They are in the
field of academic standing. I do believe it is time for us to raise our
standards, to meet the more challenging educational requirements, to
obtain the better jobs. Someday in the job market I'a like to hear,
"Hire the person from UNLV, they're tops in the field."
There is one other area I would like tosee get off the ground, and that

is tradition. Our school has been in existence for many years now, and
we do not have much to show for it. We are working on it, however, and
if you have any suggestions, 1 would appreciate it if you would let us
know by using the red suggestion box located in the student union
building, or give them to a secretary in the CSUN office, room 120, in
the union building. And last but not least, I would like to pay a tribute
to our beloved newspaper. 1 think they are doing a great job. Maybe
they don't print the items you would like to read all of the time, and
maybe they offend some people with the items they do print, but it's a
thankless job and I believe they are doing an excellent job. In
summary, I would like to say, "Keep up the good work, UNLV, and
you'll do fine."
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THE YELL'S ENTERTAINMENT SECTION
CONTERSTAGE

by Bill Becker

Robin TrowerLacks Excitement
The triple bill at Aladdin'sTheatre for the Performing ArtsMonday was surprising on twocounts: One, the fact that it was a

triple bill at all and two, the
identity of the third act. Robin
Trower and Wishbone Ash had
been advertised and even theAladdin s publicist was unawareof the addition of Eddie and the
Hot Rods, a band affiliated with
the New Wave. It was Las Vegas'initiation to punk music. To thatextent, the show was meritoriousin so much as a major music trendhas at long last the communitypermitting a first-hand critical
judgment.

Eddie, the vocalist, is a phy-
sical replica of Iggie Pop, a
progenitor of the New Wave
movement. His stage antics, a
cleaned-up version of Pop's dis-
missed any insulting gestures
(killing chickens onstage, throw-
ing himself into the audience,
piercing himself with glass.)
Somersaulting and cartwheeling
about the sedate Aladdin stage
was perhaps daring enough for a
Las Vegas audience. Vomiting, a
Pop device, would certainly have
been inappropriate. But if this
band purports tobe aligned to the
New Wave, its ferocity was
debatable. Cute is more an
accurate description of the Hot
Rods whose members look like
local teens performing at a St.
Viator's dance (do they still hold
dances there?).

The music was just abuot as
good and my only thought while
viewing the band was that I had
done the same thing in 1968. Only
I was better. This variety (spe-
cies?) of rock music demands
little knowledge of anything and
its appeal is still somewhat
negligible as a result of its
fledgling status in the music biz.
The Hot Rods were obnoxious.

They were not, however, offen-
sive, a trait I had assumed
characterized the 'new noise.'
One show does not make for a
servicable judgment on my part
and 1 hesitate to offer any. The
Hot Rods, since Pve nothing to
rate them against, gave it their
best which says very little of their
performance but nonetheless is
less cautionary than if I were to
hedse on the matter entirely. I'm
happy for the opportunity to see
them and if Looking for Mr.
Goodbar ever reaches Vegas
theatres, I'll be happy to see that
too. This might be critical appre-
hension on my part but it
precludes an about-face review at

some future moment. Rock is rock
and the Hot Rods played basic
rock. It was loud, simplistic, and
arrogant, my one salient obser-
vation is that it was not offensive.

Robin Trower, on the other
hand, was offensive. Not because
he acted irrationally with his
music, stage-presence, and what-
ever else one judges but because
he rejects the theory ofrock out of
ignorance. His homogeneous
sound is technically proficient and
that, in part, is his great failure.
The man is a technician. Every
review of Trower acknowledges
the stylistic similarities he alledg-
edly shares with Jimi Hendrix.
This one doesn't .

. . because
there aren't any. Trower's guitar
effects are no longer startling nor
does he make any overt attempt to
imitate Hendrix. Phasing is com-
monplace among rock guitarists
and Trower uses it in a way that
would have meant something 10
years ago. Means nothing today.
The songs, "Bridge of Sighs,"
"Lady Love" and "Too Rolling
Stoned," are hypnotic in their
vacuity and nothing more. James

Dewar's vocal range is so limited
that it was a blessing hia
microphone was mixed low under
Trowers guitar. Trower's recor-
dings are usually layered throughmultiple dubbing and the absence
of a supporting guitar in Concert
acute. Add to it all his 'boyish
introcersion, it became plain after
a couple songs that there was
nothing happening at all. THere
was no force, nd' single prop
person or dynamispi on which to
focus one's attention. There are
only so many finger runs a
guitarist can apply.

Wishbone Ash provided the
evening's most enjoyable set. A
veteran band with numerous
records toits credit, Ash needs to
beef up its personnel to fill some
holes. The songs are delicate and,
as in the anthem-like "Phoenix,"
approach rock with discernment
and some originality. Although
entertaining, Wishbone Ash's
performance was substantively
affected by the band's need of a
leader. A damn keyboard would
have filled a lot of holes for all
three bands.Robin Trower

photo by Lou Mazzola —^mm**^

NDT Presents
Christmas Special

A fantasy of colors and costumes
will fill the stage of the Ham
Conceit Hall when the Nevada
Dance'Vteatre presents its annual
Chrisdfcat concert December 17
and 18 at UNLV.
The seasonal program by the

state's only resident ballet com-
pany will feature Tchaikovsky's
ever-popular Nutcracker Suite,
Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf,
Rachmaninoff s Spring Waters,
and a new piece entitled Slavonic
Dances choreographed by NDT
founder-director Vassili Sulich to
music by Anton Dvorak.
"These are dances the whole

family can enjoy,/,' commented
Elizabeth Cams, company mana-
ger. "We're urging parents to
bring their children, especially
those who have not been exposed
to the ballet arts before."

She said tickets, priced at $4, $6,
$8 and $10, may be reserved
beginning December 5 through
the Ham Concert hall box office
at 739-3801. Ticket office hours
are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday
through Saturday.
Traditionally performed around

the holiday season, The Nutcrack-
er Suite tells the story of Clara,
the little girl who dreams of a
magic fantasyland complete with

sugar-plum fairies, dancing flow-
ers, a handsome cavalier and

MYSTIC BEAUTY-Joani John-
son performs the Arabian Dance
from Tchaikovsky's "Nutcracker
Suite" during a Christmas pro-
gram last year by the Nevada
Dance Theatre at UNLV. The
dance company will dance the
classic "Nutcracker" again this
season in programs December 17
and 18 at the campus.

Photo by Harry Mortenson

George Carlin Makes
Vegas Comeback

by Michael C. Chase

Two hours of non-stop enjoy-
ment were provided by George
Carlin for audiences who attended
one of the three special 2 a.m.
performances he gave December
2, 3 and 4.

Carlin has been called the
'rapier wit of the hip generation'
and his appearance at the Aladdin
was the first of a possible
long-lasting marriage between
the two.

The Aladdin--a sort of maverick
on the staid Las Vegas scene-
hopes to host Carlin for one
weekend per month, as well as
bringing in other counter-culture
comedians such as Cheech And
Chong and Richard Pryor for
similar engagements.

The unique monologist held
the audience captive from the
very second he appeared onstage
to the end of his hour
performance-which flew by all
too quickly.

The audience consisted of
adults of all ages, but Carlin's
ability to find humor in virtually
any situation made it easy to
relate to him.

He covered a wide range of
topics including dogs, cats, words
that caiwot be used on television,
and taking the middle slices out of
a loaf ofbread-and was met with
waves of laughter by the appre-
ciative crowd.

This was Carlin's first appear-
ance in Las Vegas in several years

due to a belief that night club
audiences, besides being rude
and indifferent, are also con-
ditioned to expect and tolerate
only certain, safe forms of com-
edy. If you're an experimenter-
you're dead. I felt night clubs
were holding me back and stifling
my creative instincts.'

During an appearance at the
Frontier Hotel the humorist was
accosted by several 'mindless
conventioneers who took excep-
tion to his short routine on the
word 'shit'. He told them off, and
was fired-hence his disillusion-
ment with the whole night club
scene.

I personally feel that the
comedian's performance will

serve as a paradigm for future
special early morning snows.

The show was so good and so
big that the Aladdin will undoub-
tedly be urged to work hard for
more 'after hours' performances
as an alternative to standard
dinner and cocktail shows.

Carlin is simply hilarious; he

captures brilliantly the humor
that is present in all things--if one
seeks hard enough-and brings it
to receptive audiences in a
method beyond compare.

Look for George Carlin's two
latest albums: Wally Londo and
On The Road and be sure to catch
him at his next showing in Las
Vegas. It's laughter extraor-
dinairre.'

Geor&e Carlin

Continued on /nige 10



Ann-Margret Sizzles AtLV Hilton
byRobert Blale

The beautiful, Mmllient super-
star Ann-Margret is back for her
final appearance fttbe Las Vegas
Hilton where sh<K doing a SRO
performance off her bluechip
nightclub act. Hie multi-talented
singer/actress fikf TXice again
brought her th*e lovely ladies
(Carolyn Porter! Sharon Robin-
son, Pat Tjerryi'to help supply
backup vofcalsj audi her eight
vivacious malel dangers (Wade
Collings, Brucf Heath, Victor

Heineman, fKtlatid Jones,
Richard MflfetiM, ftthi Peel, Rick
Rozzini, and ffM Savage) who
furnish intricAi; dances choreo-
graphed by Waiter Painter.

The Joe Guercio Hilton Orches-
tra plays a very fine overture of
'Star Wars.'' Tlie curtain comes

up and the gorgeous! Las Vegas
Champ comes dancing on stage
singing 'Rescue Me.'

Utilizing the stage well, Ann-
Margret and her boys show the
handson set designs by William
Morris, ranging from an art deco
to movie screens, to magazine
covers and, to top it all off, to a
replica of the Robert E. Lee.

Roger Smith, Ann-Margret's
husband, has conceived and
directed an ingenious number

featuring Ann-Margret singing
the famous Cole Porter song
'Let's Do It,' with three screens
dropped to stage level showing
closeups of Ann-MargTet. What
makes this number so fascinating
is the volcal harmony and the joy
to watcU not one Ann-Margret,
but fourlll

Dancdr Blane Savage is presen-
ted in alolo performance as John
Dillinger, the deceitful criminal of
the '30* and '40s. Ann-Margret
portrayt the infamous lady in red
that gaused the downfall of
Dillingfcr. 'The Udy In Red'
written by Earl Brown, presents
the audience with an adagio that
shows the fine dancing of Savage
and Ann-Margret.

Throughout the performance,
Ann-Margret must stop, catch her
breath and grab a sip of water
from an audience member. Dur-
ing those few moments Ann-
Margret reminisces, and at one
point tells the audience to re-
member her as the picture on the

program, and not as she is
now-completely exhausted and
disheveled from her topnotch
dance numbers. Believe me, this
is an untruth, as she is glam-
ourous and beautiful in person as
any photograph ever taken of her.

Although Sammy Shore, who
supplies the opener in this show,
does not give more than 25% as a
comedian, Ann-Margret gives all
of 110% to satisfy the tastes of
any showgoer.

Along with her dance numbers,
Ann-Margretdoes some beautiful
ballads ever written during our
time. One, 'You Light Up My
Life' explains Ann-Margret to the
audience. She is sincere with
every word that She sings. She

tells us that:
You light up my life.
You give me hope to carry

on.
You light up my days and fill

my nights with song.
It can't be wrong when it
f/; feels so right,
'Cause you, you light up my

life.

When a person cares about
what she is doing it means much
more to the people she touches.
Ann-Margret is a woman who
cares about life and all the people
around her. This is what makes
the lady a success and a joy to
watch, as she reaches out to you
during her 70-min. performance.

LAS VEGAS CHAMP-Ann-Margret is back for afinal appearance at
the Las Vegas Hilton before her debut in May at Caesars Palace.
Ann-Margretpresents her lavish production twice nightly in the Hilton
Showroom.
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'Who Should
Play God?'
by Sieve Bailey

hnrilr rpvipyf

Life is nothing new. but what the
scientific world is doing to it is.
Before reading on, see if you can
answer these short questions.

1. Corporations have the legal
right to own and sell all new
formsof life they create in their
laboratories. (T) (F)

2. Leading scientists are pro-
posing that only people with
certain "superior" genotypes
be licensed to have babies.
(T) (F)

3. A major American company
has experimented with chang-
ing the human digestive tract
so that people could eat and di-
gest hay, like cows. (T) (F)

4. GE (General Electric) has de-
veloped a new life form that lit-
erally "eats oil" in hope that
one day the little bug might
be used to clean up oil slicks.
(T) (F)

All of the answers to the above
questions are true, but if you
marked all of them false, don't
despair; it does sound like the plot
to a science fiction film, though
maybe some of Hollywood's earli-
er a la Frankenstein films weren't
so far-fetched. Science is on the
move, but is life ready to move
with it?

Who Should Play God? is a
startling look at science on the
move through biological break-
throughs. It deals with every facet
of the artificial creation of life.
The book not only deals with the
current creation of life, but also
gives a brief history of the
creation of life, back to the
earliest appearance of life nearly
three billion years ago.

In a rather short period of our
history and through this unfolding
process, life has existed in over 98

million different species. With the
discovery of DNA (deoxyribonu-
cleic acid) and its workings, man
has unlocked the secrets of life.
Scientists are now able to create
and patent life.

Who Should Play God? reveals
the secrets of many fascinating
and astounding experiments that
may eventually lead to a "Super-
man" race. It gives specific
examples of genetic engineering
(the artificial manipulation of
life.)

Chapter 1 deals with the discov-
ery ofrecombinate DNA and what
it has led to. As a tool of human
genetic engineering, recombinate
DNA literally offers man the
opportunity to move beyond him-
self on the evolutionary scale.
Through this discovery, man is

now able to re-tailor human life.
The proposed redesign of the
human digestive tract so that man
will eventually be able to consume
and digest hay and grass like
cows, is an example.

Chapter 3 deals with life in the
laboratory. It gives an interesting
look into the laboratory work of
bioengineers. Their work on the
manufacturing oflife may lead us
to the development of a "perfect
race."

Science leads us to "test-tube
babies," and the development of
life in the laboratories that when
discovered can be patented. Dur-
ing each chapter of Who Should
Play God? you will discover
another point that leads to the
creation of life and what it means
to our future existence.

Who Should Play God? is
fascinating reading for anyone
interested in the human race.

Outer Space Subject
For Lecture

Living and working in outer
space is no longer science fiction,
according to a former astronaut.
Dr. Brian O'Leary, scientist and

former astronaut, will discuss
such possibilities during -an 8
p.m. lecture December 13 in the
Moyer Student Union Ballroom.
Tickets are $3 for the general

public and $1 for CSUN members
and senior citizens.
In his presentation, "Living and

Working in Outer Space," Dr.
O'Leary demonstrates the feasi-
bility of establishing huge space
communities and solar power
stations, as well as how asteroids
can be pushed into the earth's
orbit and eventually mined.

Illustrated with slides, his talk
will also include what we have
learned about other planets as
seen throughthe eyes of cameras.

O'Leary, a member of the
physics family at Princeton Uni-
versity. has written several con-
gressional speeches, statements
and reports, and has organized
hearings on nuclear energy for

congressional committees.
He is also author of The Making

of an Ex-Astronaut, which was
named the best young adult book
of 1970 by the American Library
Association.

Brian O'Leary
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people from such faraway coun-tries as Arabia, Russia, Spain andChina.

Nutcracker will be highlightedby the "Grand Pas de Deui "

choreographed by George Balan-chine and danced by residentNDT member Kolleen Haddowand giest artist James Lane ofLos Angeles.

Peter and the Wolf will feature
Richard Schlein as Peter, Mich-
elle Hamilton as the Cat, Michel
Zaplatilek as the Wolf and Vicki
Chapman as the Bird.
"This one will be fun and

fanciful," said Cams, "with some
delightful costumes created by
Ellis Pryce-Jones of the univers-
ity's Theatre Arts Department.
Spring Waters, a highly theatri-

cal pas de deux, will be danced byJerrold Turney and April Daly,both resident members of thecompany.

The world-premiere of Sulich'sSlavonic Dances, inspired by thechoreographer's Yugoslavic child-
hood and upbringing, will be
tinged with the ethnic dances of
several Eastern European coun-
tries.
Under the university's auspices,the Nevada Dance Theatre has

earned a national reputation since
its founding by Sulich in 1972. It

has been reviewed favorably byDance Magazine, After Dark, and
in Newsweek, and recently wasnamed the best supporting act inLas Vegas for its performance
with Liberace at the Hilton.

Cams said season tickets at areduced price to the company'sDecember and February concertsare also now available at the boxoffice.

Chorus Hampered
By Orchestra

by Susan Skallerup

The University Chorus and Or-
chestra, under the direction of Dr.
Douglas R. Peterson, associate
professor of music at UNLV,
presented its annual Christmas
concert Saturday, December 3 in
Artcmus Ham Concert Hall.
Although hampered by an under-
rehearsed orchestra, the chorus
managed to offer a solid perform-
ance ofworks by Haydn, Handel,
Vivaldi, and Robert Russell Ben-
nett to its customarily large,
receptive audience.

In the preparation of as ambi-
tious a program as last Sunday's,
it is usually deemed desirable to
allot a large amount of time to
rehearsing chorus and orchestra
together, in order that both
groups may become accustomed
to listening to, and balancing one
another. Such is not possible,
however, at UNLV, where the
string players must be hired at a
prohibitive cost for every activity
requiring an orchestra. In this
instance, the chorus' main prob-
lem, that of carrying over an
assemblage of several score
string, brass, and woodwind
players, could have been allevi-
ated had the singers been given

more opportunities to practice
with orchestra.
The chorus sang the first piece,

Haydn's Te I)cum accurately
enough, but seemed wary of
getting in the orchestra's way.
Entrances were unsure, and the
violinists violently disagreed as to
the bowing of certain passages.

A much intimidated chorus
continued with The Utrecht Jubi-
late by Handel, as Dr. Peterson
frantically tried to reconcile the
disparate tempos of chorus, solo-
ists and instrumentalists. Upon
reaching the sixth section, ' Gfory
Be to the Father," the chorus
magically began to sing with
intensity and the orchestra to
observe dynamics, so that from
this point on, the performance
steadily gained impetus, with the
result that by the start of the
second half of the program, the
level of musicality had risen
tremendously.

After intermission, chorus and
an orchestra thinned down to
strings, harpsichord and oboes
launched into a tasteful rendition
of Vivaldi's Magnificat. Both
groups here worked together,
producing a well-balanced ensem-
ble sound in which the contrapun-

tal dialogue between individual
sections was clearly distinguish-
able. In the fifth movement,
DeposuitPotentes, reminiscent of
The Seasons, another work by this
same composer, tne orchestra
played with virtuosity, while the
lovely oboe duet in the Sicut
loctus est also deserves special
mention. The soloists, too, were
magnificent: in the Et Exultant.

the soprano, alto and tenor trio
sang with great warmth and rich-
ness; the Esurientes implevit
Bonis duet was exquisite, and
accompanied quite artistically on
harpsichord.
The University Chorus and Or-

chestra concluded their concert
with Bennett's Carol Cantata, a
piece of the genre perennially
popular with concert-goers—a

medley of four familiar Christmas
carols. Despite their intricate
parts, the orchestra members still
avoided overpowering the singers
as they spiritedly sang the well-
known songs above Bennett's
whimsical instrumental score.
Obviously the audience's favorite
work of the afternoon, this work
provided the concert with a
satisfying ending.

Student Art Show\Sale Offers Bargins
With Christmas just around the

i corner, what better time for an art
show and sale?

The UNLV art students are
sponsoring their annual show and
sale in two locations this year-
the student union and the Grant
Hall Art Gallery.

The sale and show will take
place Friday and Saturday, De-
cember*} and 10, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in both locations.

Offered for sale will be such
items as paintings, pots, mugs,
jewelry, cast bronze pieces, weav-
ings, prints of all kinds, toys, and
much, much more.

Bargin hunters will delight in
the low prices-some pieces start
at the incredibly low price of 50
cents.

All work for sale is student
made, and 80 percent of the

proceeds go directly to the artist.
The remainder goes to the UNLV
Art Club to award as special cash
prizes for juried art shows,
scholarships, or to fund special
workshops.

Also having works for sale will
be art professors Bill Leaf and
Mike McCollum.

Help support your fellow stu-
dents, and pick up a few great
pieces for Christmas presents (or
for yourself, for that matter.)

ART SALE--Art student and
potter Jerry McGlothin will be
one of many UNLV students
selling their art works at campus
sales on Friday and Saturday
[December 9 and 10].

UBC Orchestra-. Youthful & Impressive
byLynne Stock

"Superb for such young kids!"
was the comment from many who
attended the University of Sou-
thern California Symphony Or-

chestra under the outstandingdirection of Daniel Lewis. The
performance, which was held
Dec. 3, 1977, in Ham Hall,
demonstrated the works of three
brilliant composers, Bartok, Ra-
vel, and Dvorak.

The program opened with TwoPictures, Opus 10 by Bartok.The orchestra performed themoving and somber tones of thefirst scene, °'Blooming." The

second scene was a lively and
joyous portrayal of a "Village
Dance."

Brian Barclay was featured on
piano with Concerto in G Major frPiano and Orchestra by Ravel.
This concerto showed the exqui-
site craftsmanship of Ravel who
strove for perfection of form and
style. Barclay's fingers glided
across the keyboard producing
the expressive and lilting tones of
the first movement.

The second movement con-
sisted of a tranquil and gentle
piano solo which sharply con-
trasted with the first movement.
The third movement exemplified

the talents of these artists as the
final theme consisted of a dyna-
mic, swift and inmaginative ren-
dition.

After a brief intermissiom, the
program continued with the music
of Dvorak. His music was
characterized by the introduction
of melodies based on folk songs
and dances of his native land of
Czechoslovakia. Dvorak's fas-
cinating and thrilling effects on a
simple theme was illustrated m
Symphony No. 7 in D minor, Opus
70. A quiet and dramatic opening
broke into a flowing melody that
built to a forceful climax and then
returned to the somber opening

theme. The melodious tunes
flowed into whirling waltz music
and finished with an expressive
and pulsating finale.

The USC Orchestra received a
standing ovation as the audience
marveled at their extraordinary

talents. They can be described as
youthful and impressive which
sparked the fresh quality of
established composers. This
group is an example of the
multitalents that are being pro-
duced by the youth of today.

Nevada Dance Theatre Special
Continued from page 7
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FREE LEGRL SERVICESTuesday Night: 5:30-8:30
Neil Slocum
Room 120.

Friday: 1-3:30pm Genie
Ohrenschaii

call 739-3477 For an appointment.
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Dr.Briery
THE M®GOF AN ASTRONAUT

speaking on living and working in
outer space

$1 .OO students §2.00 general
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Damnation AlleyFails As A Sci-Fi Film
by Marshal S. Wiltick

Damnation Alley is a movie with
great promise. Science-fiction afi-
cionados fairly drooled over its
anticipated release, anticipating a
taut, well-wrought adventure in
the style of Roger Zelazny, who
wrote the book by the same name
on which the movie was based.
Although the movie contains
fantastic machinery, brave her-
oes, and terrible odds, it still fails
to come off as a believable sci-fi
adventure. Instead, it leaves the
appearance of something that
could have been a great movie.
The movie begins with a fairly

common World War 111 scenario,
during which the heroes appear
totally nonchalant (Yeah, it's an
atomic war; so what's new with
you?). The four survivors of the
war and other disasters (caused
by a guy smoking in bed) set off
from their California military base
toward Albany, New York, where
they hope to find other survivors.
As was more common in sci-fi of

an earlier age, the mechanisms
play the majorrole. In this case, it
is the Landmaster, a super-tank
developed before the war. Armed
with rockets, bazookas and side-

cannons, and looking rather like a
wedge-shaped sausage on
wheels, it was indeed formidable
in appearance. One of the two
Landmasters is destroyed at the
very start of the journey by a
storm (which somewhat tarnishes
its image). The sophisticated
weaponry on the other is used
during the course of the film to
blow apart a wooden shack and a
parking garage. Still, it goes
through a super-tornado and a
flood, and copes adequately with
both. The acting of the vehicle
was adequate.
The cast, however, never

seemed to become fully involved
with their own actions. George
Peppard, as the major, slips in
and out of his authoritarian role.
Jan-Michael Vincent, as Tanner,
is almost completely devoid of
character. Dominique Sanda, lead
heroine, and Jackie Earle Haley,
as the kid, are almost pure
cardboard. The only character
exhibiting any depth of character
whatsoever is Keegan, who is
messily polished off in Salt Lake
City. The actors cannot really be
blamed for these problems, how-
ever, as the problems seem more
likely to be the results of sloppy

directing or amateurish editing.
The plot is basically a composite

of scenes enacted at the various
stopping points: a desert stop.
Las Vegas (described as "Bars-
tow with high-rises"), Salt Lake
City, a mountain cabin, and
Detroit. These stops are inter-
spersed with scenes of driving (a
study in dullness). There seem to
be rather large hunks of time
completely cut out of the final
version (which is only about an
hour and a half long), since the
action jumps from Salt Lake City
to the Ozarks area with no
transition. Only a major editing
would explain the total lack of
remorse shown for Keegan in the
first scene after his death.

The special effects were vari-
able, ranging from the quite
impressive to high-school-era gar-
bage. The first matte shots of the
sky are not bad, but they
deteriorate to a comic-book ap-
pearance by the time the company
reaches Detroit. The machine
itself was finely done, but the
globe used for worldwide
simulation was laughable as the
audience gets treated to a heavy
black smoke drifting literally right
over the planet. The machinery is

equal in detail to that used in Star
Wars, but the photographic ef-
fects cannot come close to that
which has become the new
American standard. It is not
difficult to see why the picture's
release was delayed almost a year
(But, Harry we can't just throw it
out . . . ).

The movie concludes as the
company reaches an untouched
Albany-new pavement and fresh-
painted white picket fences. The
weather mystically clears, and the
normal blue sky is seen again-
with absolutely no explanation
other than the possibility that
everything might "go back to the
way it was by itself."

The film suffered from too may
inconsistencies (when the compa-
ny arrives in deserted, sand-
covered Las Vegas, the slots In
Circus-Circus are still turned aa
and operational years after tIM
holocaust). Still, the movie is
worth seeing, for anyone not
expecting top-notch sci-fi, and not
in too critical of a mood.

The film is being shown daily at
the Parkway Theater.

SENIOR ART SHOW-JeffFey.left. Alice Penwell, center, and Joan
Tatum have organized a campus exhibit featuring the best works of
fellow graduatingart students. The UNLV Art Gallery willfeature the
seniors' art next week, December 12-16. The gallery. Grant Hall 122,
is openfrom Itosp. m. The public is invited to a champagne reception
opening the show from 7to 9 p.m. Saturday December 10 at the
gallery. Admission isfree.

AWARD WINNERS-The Nevada Dance Theatre \NDT\.
founded by Vassili Sulich, won the LVegas Entenainment
Supporting Act of the Year award recently. The UNLV-based dance
company performed last year at the Hilton Hotel ancf Casino with
Liberace. The NDT was selected over nominees Odia C™! es {°* P™

Oscar Peterson and Mary Welch. The company
performances are at 2p.m. on December 17 and / n

, „ '
Ham Concert Hallat UNLV. Tickets go on sale Decen }.b" s H
Hall box office. 739-3801. For more information, call 739-3SJO.

Collegium Goes
Renaissance

by Susan Skallerup

The lobby of Ham Concert Hall
temporarily took on the atmos-
phere of a Renaissance court
during the UNLV Collegium Mus-
icum's Annual Wassail Concert,
Tuesday evening, Nov. 29. Direct-
ed by Richard L. Soule, instructor
of music at UNLV, the Collegi-
um's Early Music Consort and
Madrigal Singers presented a
program of 15th and 16th century
music.
The Collegium's first work, Blow

thy Home, Hunter, by William
Cornyshe, served not only to
introduce the consort and singers,
but also one of the consort's new
families of instruments, the
krummhorns. Three of these
nasal-toned, J-shaped double
reed instruments were later fea-
tured in the sprightly composition
Jeo Hay en Vos, while the
renaissance flutes, another recent
acquisition, were highlighted in
Ockeghem's mournful Malor me
Bat.

The consort played the bulk of
their selections on six sizes of
recorders, however, sharing the
program fairly equally with the
Madrigal Singers, under the
direction of Donald Eaholtz. Al-
though both organizations did a
respectable job of grappling with
the unfamiliar harmonies of four
centuries past-the open fifths,
the modality as opposed to
tonality-the musicians periodical-
ly ran into intonation difficulties.
In the case of the consort, many of
the tuning problems are inherent
in their instruments, and to
surmount them the players must
become thoroughly acquainted
with the idiosyncrasies of their
individual instruments.

Aside from this, the remainder
of the Collegium's problems

centered around its members'
basic lack of performing experi-
ence in this idiom. With each
successive piec«*, though, the

Continued on page 14
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MAGICAL MUSICAL
MYSTERY TOUR

If thp winter finds you wandering
uround campus loaded with books
ii ml feeli like you've been quizzed
lo death — take a break with this
maf{i< ill music al mystery lour! It's
brought to you h> the angels at
Helena Rubinstein, makers of
"Heaven Sent," the country's lead-
ing youth fragrance. These are spe-
cial 'tup of rlu pops" favorites all
cleverly suggesting some celestial
doing*.From the song line given, see
if you can guess the song title and
recording artist. This is one murk
quizyou won't mind taking!
A. "I swear shv must believe it's all

heaven sent."
It "Isn't she pretty, truly the angels'

best."
C. "Other eyes see the stars up in the

skies. Hut for me they shine
within your eyes."

I). "Open up the heaven in your
heart and let me be."

B, "I wanna take you lo heaven, that
would make my day complete."

V. "Heavenly surrender, sweet af-
terglow. I vp given up my heart to
you now. Angel don't go."

(answers)
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Department ofPhysics



performers gained confidence and
made fewer nervous mistakes, so
that by thestart of the second half
of the program, the Collegium
was in fine fettle.
Most of the high points of the

concert occurred after intermis-
sion, including John Dowland's In
My Complaints, sung very ex-
pressively by Ava Lamont, sopra-
no, and the Madrigal Singers'
vibrant performance of Matona
Mia Cara by Orlando di Laso. The
two pieces by Giles Farnaby for
recorder quartet and guitar also
were played with a good deal of
musicianship and animation. On
several pieces, Jamque Miraiosoe
and the Susito Ronde, the record-
er players effectively demonstra-
ted the medieval consorts' equiv

alent of jazz improvisation-the
practice of playing "divisions" or
florid embellishments of the
original line.
The UNLV Collegium Musicum

exhibited much raw potential at

its recent concert. Hopefully, the
members of the Early Music
Consort and the Madrigal Singers
will have both the time and
inclination to realize this poten-
tial.

Earth, Wind & Fire Ignites Audience
by Robert Qualey

The crowd was well-dressed
and more orderly than expected
as evidenced by the large number
of security people on hand.
There was an air of expenctancy
in the people on hand.

As the concert started with the
first band of the triple bill,
Pockets, the crowd wa&sparse but
highly vocal and emotional. Poc-
kets was surprisingly good and in
the mold of most soul bands, with
horns, keyboards, guitars, and
singing in harmony. They did
their job of warming up the
audience by going through their
set with no difficulty showing
that they are indeed destined to
become a band of the future.
They played for about a half hour
and left with audiepce wanting
more which is how they should
leave. But Pockets did not return

for an encore as the lights in the
theatre came on.

Denise Williams was the next
act and showed that she indeed is
a star by weaving a trance around
the audience with her music and
beautiful voice. She led the
audience through one song into
the other almost creating a
dreamlike atmosphere. Her voice
had a wide range and she used it
to its fullest extent in her music.

She performed like a seasoned
veteran and her rhythmic motions
added to the effect that her music
had on the crowd as she danced
through her performance stop-
ping only to sit down with her
slower and more emotional num-
bers. She seemed to be in tune
with the audiences wants and
delivered them which is why the
audience demanded and got an
encore from her. Ms. Willimas is
indeed a lady that is gifted with a

great deal of talent and combines
them all to put on an excellent
performance.

Tension was building with
these two fine prelude perfor-
mances. With the main show yet
to begin, could anymore be asked
of a concert? Yes! And it was
delivered. The lights dimmed, a
mad rush for the seats, the yelling
increasing in volume, eyes strain-
ing through the dark stage for the
first glimpse of the band they had
all come to see.

Suddenly the announcement
came Presenting Earth, Wind &

Fire. The crowd came loose as
cylinders were lowered from the
ceiling containing the group. The
cylinders came to a rest on the
elevated stage and lights were
shown on the occupants who were
the members of the group dressed
in brilliant red capes. As they
emerged they proceeded to the

front of the stage where they
wove the capes at the audience
seeming that they were from
another planet and about to take
control. Take control they did as
they broke into their first number
with the audience dancing and
singing along, as the audience did
for most of the night. With the
special effefts and the lighting, it
was one of the most exciting
entrances in the Aladdin's his-
tory. "EW&F" proceeded to put
on a masterful show moving
smoothly between new material
from their new album All in All
and most of their original hits.
The group showcased its indivi-
dual members in a number by
allowing them to solo, then
introducingthem to the audience.

There seemed nothing else the
band could do to surpise and

Continuedfrom page 13
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Collegium's 'Renaissance' Concert
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; GLAMOR MAGAZINE CONTEST
• All UNLV women enrolled in courses leading to an

undergraduate degree are invited to participate in glamor
magazines 1978 TOP TEN COLLEGE WOMENS CONTEST.

• Winners will be featured in the magazine's august
college issue, receive a trip to New York to meet the staff and

will receive a $500 cash award.
• Interested in entering...contact Shelly Miller in the

Office of Information, HU-715. Deadline is December 9th.
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RADIO STATION
FCC Test for anyone interested,
come pick-up an application .

at CSUN and file it at the >

FCC by Dec. 31st.
seminar Jan.2lst I:pm
exam Jan. 26th

Any questions contact
TIM MCROBERTS j..

at CSUN offices.
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BIGbrazier
DELUXE

fullQuarter-pound with a salad inside!

ONLY 05*
Look at that juicy meat a full
quarter pound of charbroiledbeef Then there's a slice

tomato a bed of crisp,
shredded lettuce We put

size toasted sesame bunft dnc* season it with our
, own zesty Brazier sauce,
/

the thing tor Deluxe
appetities'
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Anthropology Dept Offers Five New Courses
For the spring term of 1978, the

UNLV department of Anthropolo-
gy will offer five new courses.
Since several of these courses did
not appear in the regular spring
schedule, interested persons may
wish to include this column as an
addendum to their schedule. Four
of the new courses are expected to
interest professional students in
law, medicine, business and
social services.
Law in Non-Western Societies,

ANT 150X, will be taught by John
Swetnam, assistant professor of
Anthropology. Designed to pro-
vide an understanding of the
general theory and practice of
social control, the course exam-
ines law and legal procedures in
tribal, peasant, and industrial
societies. The class will meet on
MWF at 10 a.m.

Medical Anthropology, ANT

438X, will be taught by Merrill
Naiman, an M.A. candidate inAnthropology, who has special-
ized her Anthropology program in
this topic. Mrs. Naiman willdiscuss cross-cultural concepts of
disease and health care systems,
the effects of culture on anthro-
ology, and cultural barriers to the
delivery of health care. This
course will be of interest to
students and professionals in the
fields of nursing, public health,
community and social services, as
well as anthropology. The class
will meet on Thursday evenings
from 6 p.m. until 8:50 p.m.
The Anthropology of Developing

Societies, ANT 420, will be taught
by Gary Palmer, associate profes-
sor of Anthropology. Dr. Palmer
believes that modern technologies
and expanding market economies
cause similar changes in industri-

al communities and tribal com-
munities around the world. By
learning to recognize patterns of
global development, one gains a
better understanding of develop-
ment in the Southwest. The
course will cover three topics;

1. Patterns ofcommunity devel-
opment
2. Contemporary development
in traditional societies
3. Social implications of water
and power development in the
southwestern United States

The class will meet on MWF at 9
a.m.

Joe King, M.A. candidate in
Anthropology, will offer a mini-
course entitled "The Study of
Man Through Science Fiction,"
ANT 100G. King regardssocieties
of science fiction as test cases for
our future contacts with alien

cultures. Our society can prepare
for inter-galactic culture shock by
studying science fiction from an
anthropological point of view. The
class will be offered on T-Th, 12
noon until 1:15 p.m., January 30
to March 3.

Anthropology 103, or From
Primates to Victorians--A Short
Leap, is a new course designed to
talk about what the anthropologist
does. Have you ever wondered
how people who go to remote
places to live with strange tribes
cope? Are you curious about what
archeological "digs" are really
like? This new course is being
offered by Dr. Sheilagh Brooks
this spring, and is concerned with
answering the questions of what
anthropologists do and how they
do it. Films and slides taken in the
field will illustrate the lectures.

The class will meet on MWF at 1
p.m.

Anthropology 110 is a general
course in biological anthropology,
also taught by Dr. Brooks and
concerned with living primates,
including humans, what they look
like, where they live and how they
survive. There is a section on
what is known of human and
primate genetics and a discussion
of what the living peoples of the
world look like. This is an intro-
ductory course, and will be amply
illustrated with slides and films.
The course fulfills a social science
requirement for majors in the
College of Science and Math and
a science lecture requirement fo
majors in the College of Arts and
Letters. The class will meet MWF
at 9 a.m.
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i The Mini's Are Back! .

i
f Listed below are the courses that will be offered in the 1978Mini Term. For more details about a specific course Dr. Paul Aizley, Mini Term I
I Section numbers 700-799 indicates that the course meets off campus coordinator, suggests that students consult the Mini Term class *
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BIO
LOGY

Examine
Our Genes
And See
WhatWeVe
Changed!!

Biology 100
Modules

Non-Science Majors

100-A The Cell and Survival

How cells contribute to the
survival of the organism they
inhabit and other organisms.
Included will be a discussion of
food production and utilization.

100-B Ethical, Moral and Social
Issues in Modern Genetics

A discussionthe principals and
heredity followed toy ae analysis
of the entreat ethical, moral and
sodkAkmmmdk 11 rtconbi&tnt

ptiUiy CHlUfOJtt-t«tk» (dbotk) Hrttrfwttvi 1* with
*en^k 0000

IQO-C Diversity of Life
A discussion oo the origin of life,
the divenlty, dtstribatkw and
evolution of organlams.

100-D The Human Body

The multi-cellular organization of
the human body with an emphasis
on the structure and function of
the major organ systems.

100-E The Meaning of Evolution

Discussion of the history of
evolutionary thought and the
impact of evolution on society, the
law and the church. The
"proofs" of evolution, theories of
the mechanism of evolution and
the origin of life. The origin of
species and higher categories.

100-F Ecology

Study of ecological principals at
individual, population, cpmmun-

ity, and ecosystem levels.

100-G Human Sexuality

The biological aspects of human
sexuality including the anatomy
and physiology of the reproduc-
tive system, control ofconception,
and disease cycle of "social
diseases."

100-J Plants of the Desert

A study of the kinds of plants
inhabiting our desert environ-
ment, the problems they encoun-
ter for survival, and the adaptive
mechanisms they have evolved in
order to cope with these prob-
lems.

100-K Animate «f the Desert

study ti characteristic kiou» of
anumlf foond in the desert.
im. jIHongry World
A of world food
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100-M Plant Propagation
_

An introduction to the theory and
practice of growing plants from
seeds, buds, grafts, etc.

100-N Nutrition
The mechanisms of nutrient as-
similation by the human body.
The concepts of essential and
non-essential nutrients will be
discussed in the context of
metabolic and caloric require-
ments.

Biology 102Modules
Science Majors

102-A The Cell

Organization of eucaryotic and
procaryotic cells in context with
their function as ftee living
entities or •* components of
multicellular organisms.

102-B Genetics
A discussion of classical gen tics,
mitosis, roetosis, the DNA mole
cule, and protein synthesis.

102-C Evolution
An anaylsts of the theories of
evolution as applied to plants and
animals.

102-D Ecology

Study of populations, commu-
nities and ecosystems.

102-E Nonvascular Plants

The nonvascular plants, their
mode of life, interaction with the
environment and importance to
man.

102-F Vascular Plants

A study of the major biological

functions of vascularized plants.

102-G Invertebrates (Animals
Without Backbones)

A brief survey of the major groups

of invertebrates.
Ver,ebrate

A discussion of the principles of
vertebrate organization, evolu-
tion, distribution, and behavior.

Requirements
For Science
Majors
If the student has had 810 103,
he needs to take second semester
of810 102courses-modules E, F,
G, J.

If the student has had 810 103
and BOT 104. all he needs to take
is 810 102 G and J.

If the student has had 810 103,
ZOO 104 and/or ZOO 107, he
needs to take 810 102 E and F.

Pre-requisite for 100 level courses
(other than 810 100 A-N)
will be the first four of 810 102
modules (A, B, C, D).
Pre-requisite for400 level courses
will be 810 102 A-J.
Pre-requisite for ZOO 123, 124,
125 will be the first four 810 102
modules (A, B, C, D) and/or
selected 100 modules. (Selected
means those required by Nursing,
810 100-A,D, F, N.)



ment, and this group seems to
want to take it from me. I don't
have to go into competition with
an art department."
"We would have liked to have

had a chance for more competi-
tion on a national basis," said
Holder.
"I can't believe you mean what

you say," declared Montyne.
"That's your problem," refuted

Holder.
"That's not my problem, but my

declaration," countered Mon-
tyne.
"I will withdraw if national

competition, or 'backyard' com-

Ketition, is what you want," said
lontyne.
"That lis our preference," said

both Holder and Willstead.
Lorenz got into the conversation

at thW point and said that
Montyne already has the commis-
sion and that he is definitely
building the Rebel statue.
Willstead, who circulated peti-

tions against the statue all last
week, asked Lorenz how the
petitions will be handled. (As of
Monday, approximately 1000 sig-
natures had been collected.)

Saying that the petitioners mis-
represented the facts when asking
for signatures, (i.e. that the entire
$25,000 is coming from student
money), Lorenz said even he
would have signed if all of the
money was coming from student
funds.
"I contacted our attorney and he

said that the petitions would be
invalid if they misrepresented the
facts to the signers. We covered
all legal ends and did nothing
illegal (in awarding the commis-
sion to Montyne). Student gov-
ernment was elected to represent

f the students, and we had the
approval of the student senate
before we proceeded with this
project," stated Lorenz.
"We started this project in the

summer to get it going as soon as
possible," he added. "We had
hoped tohave it completed by the
end of May, but I don't think that
date is realistic now. I have had
nothing but compliments on it up
until now."
The commission has been awar-

ded, the contract signed and
Montyne has been paid approxi-
mately $3000 thus far. Unless
something unforeseen occurs,
students can look forward to the
"Runnin* Rebel" statue becom-
ing a permanent addition to the
UNLV campus.

reports to CSUN.
Everything was the way Lorenz

had anticipated-until he read the
bottom line. "Marketing Re-
search and Development, Inc.,
will conduct the survey study for
$4800."

As Lorenz later said, "I was
amazed that our own Marketing
department professors would
charge $4800 to conduct the
survey."
Sciullo disagrees. He cites com-

puter costs, printing fees, and
time expertise as important cost
factors. The proposed survey, he
emphasizes, would have been
done by Marketing Research and
Development Inc., a private con-
sultant. Therefore, they would

pay a higher rate for the computer
than would a professor. Because
of the amount of time necessary to
conduct a survey of 600 students,
as had been proposed, Sciullo
could not feasibly volunteer his
time, he conjectured.
Sciullo in regard to Lorenz's

refusal of the proposal said, "We
made a proposal to CSUN, and if
they want to accept it, fine; ifthey
don't want it, fine too." He goes
on, "A survey should be done,
and it can be done cheaper, but it
must be done professionally."

Lorenz did not wish to print a
survey similar to the ones distrib-
uted by past CSUN officials.
Lorenz said, "In the past, CSIIN
has administered surveys in a
very unprofessional manner. One
year, a form was printed in the
student newspaper. The result of
that survey obviously were not
reliable, nor were the question-
naires that were indiscrimina-
tely distributed to the students
last year." Lorenz went on to say,
"1 proposed that this year CSUN
contact a professional agency to
conduct a survey."
Since a student survey has not

been performed because of what
Lorenz deems "the cost," what
else has been done to discover
and evaluate student needs?
Lorenz remarks, "In the sur-

vey's place, I have been conduct-

ing informal meeting and lunch-
eons with representatives of the
student body on a regular basis."
This is an alternative solution
Lorenz feels to paying the high
survey costs. However, the lunch-
eons cannot continue, since half

of the $1500 presidential host
fund limit has already been spent.

Lorenz completely agrees one of
his most important functions is to
hear feedback from the students.
The host fund can partially fulfill
this promise. But for a student

survey? Lorenz says, "The reason
a survey has not been conducted
is not because we are not
interested in the opinions of the
students. It is due to the lack ofan
affordable, reliable manner in
which to assess their opinions."

Many Donate To UNLV Library
by Mike Spadoni

money, material

When most people think of the
UNLV library, they think that
people take out books and get
information from it. But they
don't think that some people give
things to the library.
Well, it's true! Many people

give money and books to the
James R. Dickinson Library,
according to Hal Erickson, direc-
tor.
"There are two different kinds of

gifts that come to the library," he
said. "One is gifts of material and
the second is gifts of money. I
would say the outright gifts to the
library run probably $50 a week."
Erickson also said that the UNLV

library gets endowments from 16
different southern Nevada resi-
dents.
"The smallest amount is usually

around $1000," he said. "The
highest that we have for any one
individual is $117,000."
"We have about $150,000 in

endowment money. From endow-
ment, we use only the interest,"
said Erickson.
The library also receives books

and magazines from other sour-
ces.
"A big source of material is our

own faculty," said Erickson.
"Lots of faculty every year give us
books from their own collections.
Mainly, it's people in business
and the people in education that
supply us with books. And science
is probably our third major
source.
"Periodically, we will get collec-

tions from individual donors in
the community. Last year, we got
a large collection from a family
who was moving out of Las Vegas.

Their entire collection came to the
university. That collection alone
was appraised at about $4000.
The biggest time we receive the
material is usually at the end of
the year," he said.
Erickson said the books that are

not needed at the library are sold
to students at a table near the
entrance, or at the main desk on
the first floor.
"The money goes to a book fund

so we can purchase additional
material," he explained.
"It is an inexpensive way to add

material to the library," said
Erickson. He said it saves the
library money, since the library
doesn't have to buy material if it's
donated.

So, if you check out a book next
time you're in the library, think-
it may have been donated by
someone you know I

Continuedfront page I
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possibility bTtKf small-group
decision' ruium contrary to the
will of the
The Senate appears hostile to

the Executive Boudless from an
actual animosity tlfan from an
information gap-the feeling that
they are not being told what is
going on uatil it is too late to
affect the action. The Executive
Board maintains that it is the duty
of each senator to discover what
information he is missing and get
it. There is an attempt to spread
as much formation as possible,
but it is impossible to convert
everything considered in a week
of work into a short executive
announcement.

On the other hand, when a
controversial issue comes up, it
must be terribly tempting for the
Executive Board to keep the
entire issue quiet rather than
suffer opposition from those with
presumably less information. This
is a real and present danger, since
it is generally the issues someone
wishes least todebate that should
be brought to the public's atten-
tion. Senators cannot be fairly
blamed for demanding full ac-
countability for each action taken
by the Executive Board. CSUN
Vice-Presdient Ken Holt has
stated that the Executive Board
does not wish tobe put on trial at
every Senate meeting. Still, the
honor of public office carries with
it the obligation to be fully
responsible for each action taken
during the term of office.
The increasing scrutiny that the

Senate gives toevery action of the
executive officers is a healthy
trend. It indicates legislative
unity and a sense of responsibil-
ity. The executives need have no
fear ofcontinued scrutiny if all of
their actions are above-board. It
would be wiser of them to accept
Senate observation, and be
pleased with the interest being
shjwn. Apathy is far less desir-
able than a little debate.
Senator Chuck White is to be

congratulated for his public stand
in opposition to the $1500 limit
imposed last week on the CSUN
Presidential Host Fund. Realizing
that the amount was in reality far
higher than is called for, consider-
ing the limited benefits CSUN is
likely to obtain from it, Chuck and
others tried unsudcessfully to

have a lower ceiling placed on the
fund. Exactly who voted which
way is not in the record, but the
final vote was in favor of the high
limit, with five against and one
abstaining. It is good toknow that
at least some senators retain a
severe conscience in spending
student funds. Let's hope the rest
of the Senate catches on.

Marshal S. Willick

Laxalt Rebuttal
Dear Editor:

I read with interest the letter
you received from a Mr. Phil
Ypsone in which he takes our
junior Senator, Paul Laxalt, to
task for a few things. Hay-
ing spent six months working in
Senator Laxalt's Washington of-
fice under the UNLV student
intern program earlier this year, I
was very surprised at the gentle-
man's letter, because he certainly
wasn't describing the same man I
worked for.

I think the problem may be that
Mr. Ypsone simply doesn't have
command of the facts in the
examples he cites. For example, 1
was in Washington when the
Code of Ethics vote came before
the Senate. It was an open secret
at the time that the senators, to
man practically, felt this whole
thing was an exercise in childish
hypocrisy. And I think it was
Majority Leader Robert Byrd who
characterized as "degrading"
this business of passing a codeof
Ethics for grown men toconsult to
tell right from wrong. But,
unfortunately, most would not
acknowledge publically that it was
grandstand play for the public,
and voted for the Code. Senator
Laxalt refused to play this game
and stood up to be counted
against the charade. Not only
that, he recognized that the Code
was clearly unconstitutional and
has initiated a suit to nullify it.
Mr. Ypsone's additional re-
ferences to curbs on outside
earnings would never have affec-
ted Senator Laxalt because he
never went on the mashed
potatoes and peas circuit heavily
enough to surpass the artificial
limit set by the Code.

By the way, the "weird"
minority of senators referred to in

Mr. Ypsone's letter who voted
with our senator against the Code
included senators Goldwater,
Weicker, Hayakawa and Curtis,
even the Senator that wrote a
good portion of the bill. Senator
Schmitt voted against it. A
prestigious lot, and far from
"weird."

Now, about Ronald Reagan-
Senator Laxalt stumped for the
Governor for President. True.
In that time he also led the fight in
Congress against common situs,
he formed the Senate Western
States Coalition, later he and
Senator Cannon pushed through
an amendment to the Clean Air
Act allowing Kennecott's smelter
in Ruth-McGill to remain open,
and he, as a member ot the
Energy Committee, is in the midst
of writing an energy bill which
has great moment for all of us.
That does not sound to me like a
man who has ignored the State of
Nevada.

Mr. Ypsone's biggest miscon-
ception is Laxalt's supposed self-
nomination for the Presidency."
His performance as director of the
Reagan campaign demonstrated
that he is capable of the job, but
he has definitely not expressed-
the desire. Every Senator in
Washington has been tagged by

overzealous reporters in his
respective state as a presidential
contender. I've been with the
Senator several times when he
was asked about running for the
Presidency and his response
invariably was that he felt com-
plimented that people thought he
was capable, but that he enioved
it in the Senate too much to worry
about the higher job.

I could go on and on punching
holes in Phil Ypsone's false
assertions by noting things like,
the Senator has consistently mili-
tated against the founding of a
conservative third political party
though Mr. Ypsone claims other-
wise. Rather than do that,
however, I'll simply suggest that
in the future the man obtain some
(preferably "all") facts before
flying off the handle on subjects
about which he is obviously
terribly ill-informed. If he doesn't
he'll continue making a fool out of
himself.

Rod Leavitt

P.S. Ypsone says Laxalt is not

concerned with UNLV, yet he
came on campus to meet with
students and faculty last week.
In addition every new building on
campus was proposed and bud-
geted during Laxalt's term as
Governor.

AUXILIARY AIDS UNIVERSITY-Members of the State's Ladies
Auxiliary to the Veterans ofForeign Wars of the U.S. chat with UNLV
Vice-President Arthur Gentile afterpresenting SSS4 to the university to
be used in cancer research. The money was rebated by the group's
national organization, since the state auxiliary exceeded by 200% its
goal of contributions to the Cancer Aid and Research Program.
Pictured from left are Helen Jo Clark, past state president of the
auxiliary; Evelyn Hartwell junior past state president; Evelyn
Anderson, past state president; and Dr. Gentile.

Continuedfrom page 5
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BOULDER CITY HOME FOR
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35 yean old
Lovely 3 bedroom home

Only $35,000.
. Call Michelle Hew
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PREPARE FOR: Jjg/|
MCAT

Classes to be held in
Las Vegas

There ISm differential

ifleu-H.
MPUN
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

Test Preparation Specialists Since 1938
For Information Please Call:

(606) 967-2967
9:30 a.m.--5:00 o.m.
Reverse Charges
Centers in Major US Cities

loronto Puerto Hico and Lugano. Switzerland

Moby # Grape
CocktallrLounge

Sunday: Ladies Champagne Nile
Tuesday: Cuervo Tequila Gold Party Nile

(50° a Drink)
Wednesday: 25c Bar Drinks (If Wearing

Grape Shirt)
NOW PLAYING

"Release"
v Dancing Thursday - Sunday
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Wrestlers Lose Dual Meet To Utah State University
by Robert Qualey

UNLV, still without the use of
some of its wrestlers, was unable

to obtain its second dual meet
victory over Utah State last
Wednesday, Nov. 30, making
their 1-2. The final scorc of the

meet, which was held at the
McDermott P.E. Complex, North
Gym, was Utah, 36, while UNLV
managed three wins for 10 points.
Victorious wrestlers for UNLV

were Tyrone Rose (134), Larry
Buckner(l42), and winning in the
177-pound weight class was Mike
Garcia, who normally wrestles in
the 167-pound class.

Utah jumped off to an early 10-0
lead. UNLV, with wins from Rose
and Buckner closed the gap to 3 at
10-7, with last year's MVP Pete
Durazo wrestling next at 150 while
normally at 134. He did not
appear to be in top shape after
missing the first two meets and
not quite used to wrestling in the
150-pound class thus he was
decisioned 4-2. The Rebels then
lost the next two matches before
Garcia's win. UNLV forfeited the

last two matches at 190 and
heavyweight. This was the third
time UNLV has forfeited at 190.
UNLV's next home wrestling

match will be Friday, December
9, at 7:30 p.m. in the North Gym
of the P.E. Building. They will be
wrestling Cal State, Northridge.

THROWIN' HIS WEIGHT AROVND-UNLVwrestler Brad Stohr, 270
Jbs.. wrestled with Arizona States heavy weight.photQ by Robeft Qualey

VICTORY-Mark Tomlinson Cradles BIOLA wrestlerfor victory.
photo byRobert QuaieyJ

Rebels Beat Bradley 91-90
by Bill Nixon

Personifying UNLV's 1976-77
team, the '78 Rebels poured it on
in front of a sell-out crowd,
clinching a 91-90 victory over
Bradley University last Saturday
night, December 3.

Increasing their home court
winning streak to 61 games, the
Rebels displayed the ability and
poise it takes to be the No.
10-ranked team in the nation as
they outlasted the talented Braves
in Saturday night's contest.

All-American candidate Reggie
Theus, along with forward Wil-
lard Govain, led the attack with 28
and 21 points respectively.
"Reggie played one of the
greatest college games ever,"

commented coach Jerry Tar-
kanian. Along with his 28 points,
Theus was credited with eight
assists and 13 rebounds.

Bradley's AU-American candi-
date, 6-7 guard Roger Phegley,
was the Braves' standout, collec-
ting 29 points, and a last-second
chance for victory with is 18 foot
shot at the buzzer.

Opening the game, UNLV was
slow to start. Although the Rebs
controlled the tip-off, Bradley put
the first points on the board.
Theus then scored on a lay-up,
and also collected two from the
line, after being fouled by Harold
McMath, A Govain 21-footer
increased the Vegas lead to 6-2.

Bradley's Bobby Humbles then
narrowed the advantage to 6-4.

Govain and Theus sparked the
Rebels again, boosting UNLV
12-6 after aPhegley tip-in tied the
game. Rebel team captain Jackie
Robinson hit the first two of his
night's 13 points on a 19-foot
jumper, giving the Rebs an
eight-point lead.

With 12:32 left in the first half,
the Braves rallied to a 16-16 tally,
and kept neck and neck with
UNLV until an Eddie McLeod
jumper and four Gerold Sims
baskets produced a 30-25 Rebel
advantage.

Bradley took their second go-
ahead, 34-32 when Ken Garrett
hit with 4:37 left in the half.
Alex Mazeika and Phegley also
hit for the tally. L.V.'s Govain
then tied up the game and a
Robinson lay-up again gave the
Rebs the lead, which was main-
tained for a 48-43 halftime score.

Mazieka and Garrett opened
the second half with two Bradley
scores, bringing the count to
48-47 for the Rebels. The Braves
stayed within one, until the
Garrett 18-foot jump shot handed
them the lead, 53-52. Smith and
Govain regained the Vegas lead,
56-53 with 15:48 left on the clock.

Phegley pulled the Braves'
back to a one-point deficit, and a
Sam Copeland foul allowed Ma-
zeika the opportunity to tie on his
free throw. Harold McMath put
his sixth point through the rim,
giving Bradley a two-point ad-
vantage.

But the Braves didn't hold on
long, as the next two minutes
belonged to Govain, as he put on
a one-man show, collecting six
points in succession.

With 12:40 remaining, McMath
stuffed the ball for two, and
Phegley collected two off a Theus
personal foul.

Leading 64-60, Bradley em-
ployed slowdown tactics, and ran
two minutes of the clock, until an
unbelievable Govain steal and
pass to Robinson resulted in a
score. A Smith three-point play
with 10:31 remaining found the

HANG 'EM HIGH-Tony Smith goes for two points against Bradley
University last weekend in a game won by the Rebels, 91-90. The win
boosted the Rebels' home court winning streak to 61 in a row.

photo by Melanie Buckley

Rebels Rout Pepperdine
by BUI Nixon

Pepperdine coach Gary Colson
summed up Monday night's
contest best when he said, "Las
Vegas looked like the Las Vegas
of old tonight. We made far too
many turnovers in the first half to
stay in the game. But with this
type of atmosphere here, these
kind of mistakes can happen."

With an unbelievably excited
Las Vegas crowd, the Pepperdine
Waves rolled in with a 1-1 season
record, and left with 1-2 as Jackie
Robinson and Earl Evans led the
Runnin' Rebs to a 117-90 victory,
upping UNLV's winning streak to
four, remaining undefeated in the
77-78 season.

Vegas again let the visitors
score first as a Dan Ramsey
lay-up opened the name. Wit

lard Govain and Robinson put the
first four on the board for the
Rebs in the opening 1:20. The
waves came back with a Ramsey
free throw, and a Michael Knight
18-foot jumper to take their only
led of the game 5-4 with 18:13
showing in the first half.

The next two minutes belonged
to Vegas as forward Earl Evans,
guard Tony Smith, and Robinson
increase* the Rebel lead to seven.
Pepperdine's Ray Ellis contri-
buted two more to the Wave
effort, but the score was short-
lived as 30 seconds later a Reggie
Theus steal and dunk set the L.V.
crowds on fire.

The next three minutes went
back and forth as both teams
added ten points to their tallies.
McLeod, Smith, Sim. and Evans

GOVAIN REACHES FOR THE STARS-A surprise for this year's
Rebel basketball team so far this season has been Willard Govain.

photo by Melanie Buckley

Continued on page 20Continued on page 23



added VNLV's baskets as Ellis,
Knight, and Ramsey scored for
the Waves.

With 10 minutes remaining, the
game took a football-like ap-
pearance as the officials seemed
to be out for coffee. The Rebels
led 28-18 as Pepperdine's Ellis
rebounded a Wave shot. Com-
iqg off the board, Ellis tripped
springing the ball to L.V.'s Tony
Smith. Breaking down court
Smith stumbled over a Ramsey
leg, and the ball ended up in
Knight's hands. As Knight
dribbled down the floor, and
excellent Theus steal and pass
returned the ball to Govain who
mph.iiTxi nn « 15-foot jump-r.

Theremaining eight minutes of
the first half found Pepperdine
attemping to play a catchup ball
game. But despite Ramsey's 12,
Hopkins' four, Knight's three,
and Ellis and Hines two points
apiece. Rebels Govain, Theus,
Robinson, Smith and McLeod
combined to keep a Vegas 53-40
intermission lead.

The second half went much the
same way as the Rebels continued
to slowly increase their lead.

The Rebels defense worked
well as they forced the Waves to
keep the ball outside, allowing
only 10 points in the opening five
minutes. While the defense held,

Theus, Govain, Robinson, and
Evans worked wonders, giving
UNLV a 75-56 advantage with
13:13 left in the game.

Robinson opened the scoring
department with a seven footer,
while a Pepperdine press at-
tempted to stifle the Vegas
running attack.

Las Vegas took their largest
when a Manuel Johnson under-
handed lay-up increased the
Rebel advantage to 23 points.

Pepperdine's closest margin in
the remaining 12:00 came on an
Ellis seven foot, turn around
jumper, bringing the Waves
within twelve 98-86 with 5:56 left
on the clock. From then out the
Rebs poured on the heat, scoring
21 points to Pepperdine's six in
the last five minutes to secure
UNLV's 62nd consecutive home
victory.
-k+-kickitirttitirkictrkit

INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL

Games for Saturday, December
10 are the same as on your
schedule.

Make-up games for the games
not played on November 19 will
be played at 3 p.m. December 10
in the South gym.

BERRY'S
BEAT

DCTiril9 BGRRY I
Lady Rebels High Scorers

The men's team may not be scoring in the hundreds, but the Lady
Rebels are close to it. They have been averaging % points a game in
two victories over New Mexico. The whole girls team surprised me.
They play tough ball, and I was really impressed by Diane Tillman and
Jane Fincher. If you get the chance, stop by and watch them play.
Theirnext home game is December 10at the campus gym against Utah
State . . . The wrestling team has gotten off to a bad start. They have
lost two of three dual matches but did place second in the UNLV
Wrestling Classic. They will be in action this week against California
State, Northridge, at the campus gym Dec. 9, and will start at 7:30 . . .
The UNLV cheerleaders would like the fans at the convention center to
get involved. I agree with them. They spend most of the game cheering
their hearts out, and nobody bothers to help them. It seems that the
only time the fans get excited is during the playoffs or a really tough
team. An example of this is last weekend's game against Bradley.
Bradley, a tough team with the strength to end the Rebels' 60-game
home court winning streak, came to town. Even though there were a
few empty seats, the Convention Center was packed. Did the fans sit
there and just watch the game? No, they were on theirfeet most of the
game! During the season opener, against Northwestern State, L.A.,
hardly any fans got excited and the Convention Center was pretty
quiet. How would the fans like it if the players only played good when a
good team came to town? So give a little help with the cheering ... It
seems as if everybody is outscoring the varsity basketball team. Even
the JV's. This past week, they were beat 123-116 by San Diego City
College, and are averaging 93 points a game. JV coach Gregb Hayes
has done a fine job so far this season. I would like to wish Greg a
belated happy birthday and I also enjoyed the surprise birthday party
thrown by Mary Barney ... I would also like to introduce Bill Nixon as
my new writer. He will be covering basketball and doing features for
Rebellion. .

.

Bands Halftime Skit Rude
COLLEGE PARK, Md. (CH)-University of Maryland Athletic

Director Jim Kehoe doesn't think a band's halftime performance is the
place to make political comment.

Kehoe complained about a skit performed by thevisiting University of
Virginia pep band which depicted convicted Maryland governorMarvin Mandel being led to a guillotine. "Mr. Mandel and his family
often attend the Maryland games, and we would not like to have him
insulted on our campus," Kehoe said. He called the skit "in bad taste"
and "presumptuous."

JV's Lose
Coming out of their third game

of the season with a 123-116 loss
to San Diego City College,
UNLV's junior varsity basketball
team gave an indication of better
days to come.
After a tight race in the first half,

numerous fouls in the second half
led to the San Diego win. "It was
a foul-happy game," commented
player Gary Horky.
The 116 points collected by the

"Little Rebs," as the team refers
to itself, showed an improvement
in play over the previous two
games. The team now averages
93 points per game.

Coach Greg Hayes pointed to
outstanding play by Ray Marsh-
all. Kevin Burns, and Kent
Johnson. Johnson, called "Torna-
do" by his teammates, is a two-
year veteran of the squad. He
pointed to the lack ofheight which
plagues the team, resulting in
"running the other teams to
death," he explained, in order to
compensate.
"It'll take three or four games

before we get our act together,"
Coach Hayes explained. He saw a
problem in making the transition
from offense to defense in Satur-
day's game.
They face Citrus College Friday,

December 9, in the campus gym,
then play a preliminary contest
before the Rebels' game Saturday
December 10 in the Convention
Center, game time 6 p.m.

THEUS GOES UP FOR TWO-Reggie Theus and the Runnin' Rebels
will be in action this week against San Diego State and the University of
Tulsa. The Rebels will meet San Diego Friday December 9 and Tulsa
Saturday December 10. photQ by Robert Qua iey
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Earl Evans Leads 1977-78Squad
Earl Evans

6-8, 202, Junior
Port Arthur, Texas

Earl Evans is a man who wants
to play basketball. That's why the
"Pearl" left USC a year ago and
came to UNLV to redshirt,
knowing that this season he would
have his chance to be a Runnin'
Rebel regular.

He is a super-talented player
who can play either forward,
center, and if really pressed,
could handle the presure at guard
as well. This year with UNLV,
because of the absence of a
proven post man, Earl will have to
play center on defense and on
offense UNLV will be using a
three-forward offense without a
post man much of the time.

Earl was a two-year starter with
the Trojans before he realized
that USC was justnot the place he
was going to get ready for the
pros. He came to UNLV and has
spent a year getting his game and
his mind ready for the challenge
of being a Runnin' Gunnin'
Rebel.

His time has arrived and if
plays even close to his creden-
tials, he will be a great one.

Earl was a prep All-America
player and the 1974 Texas Prep
Player-of-the-Year for Lincoln
High School. UNLV knows how
good Texas superstars can be as
Eddie Owens was the 1973 Texas
Prep Player-of-the-Year and he
graduated from UNLV last year as
the all-time leading scorer in
Runnin' Rebel history.

While lettering for two seasons
at USC, Earl averaged 14 points

per game as a sophomore and
seven as a freshman, but always
his true energy seemed harnessed
when he was in a Trojan uniform.

He has had a full year ofgetting
"loose" to the Runnin' Rebel
style and it seems to fit him
perfectly. He loves to run, and
gun, and hustle, and scramble
and jump and do all the things
that have made UNLV basketball
so popular across the country.

He also relishes the idea of
being able to play in front of those

large national TV audiences this
year where he can be another
showcase of the entertainment
capital of the world.

He once scored 51 points in one
high school game and had 10
assists in the same game.

When he made his decision to
transfer toUNLV he said, "I want
to be a part of a successful and
outstanding college basketball
program and UNLV certainly has
all of this and more."

Coached by James Gamble in
high school, he played in both the
Kentucky All-American and the
Samco Classic for seniors.

He is also a pledge of the Phi
Beta Kappa fraternity at UNLV
and he and his wife Debra are
expecting their first child in
February.

Earl Evans will most assuredly
be a glistening new star in the
ever-shining UNLV Runnin' Re-
bel galaxy.

Senior Mike Milke
Starts Fourth Year

Mike Milke
6-3,174, Senior

Chula Vista, California

A three-year Runnin' Rebel
letterman, Mike Milke is expec-
ted to be his strongest contribu-
tions for the program this season.
He has always been a hard-work-
ing, determined and quietly con-
sistent player and this should be
his year with UNLV.

In three seasons with UNLV, he
hasn't scored much or even
played much but his presence has
been felt on the practice court,
where coach Tarkanian has said
many times that games are won or
lost. He practices like he were a
starter and not only has this
helped him perfect his game, it
also has given the regulars
something tough to go against on
a day-to-day basis.

He could have gone to other
schools of lesser quality and been
a starter, but he has courageously
chosen to stay at UNLV and be a
vital, if not spectacular part of a
growing and winning program.

Last season Mike played %

minutes in 20 games, scoring 32
points and giving out 27 assists.

As a freshman, Milke proved
he could make the big play:
he came off the bench late in the
final minutes of the crucial road
game against St. Mary's to sink
three challenging free throws to
ice an 81-7S Rebel victory.

He is a solid ball handler and
has had 61 assists in his three
seasons on the Rebel varsity.

Milke is a soft-spoken, likeable
young man from Hilltop High
School in his hometown of Chula
Vista, California, where he earn-
ed numerous honors and played
in the San Diego prep All-Star
game as well.

As a three-year starter in high
school, he ended his prep career
by averaging 21.3 points per

game in addition to handing off
eight assists per game and pulling
down six rebounds in each
contest.

Milke is from a very athletic
family. His father retired in 1972
after coaching for 20 years
(during which he even coached
againt Tarkanian a few times).
His brotherGeorge was a starting
pitcher for the University of
Southern California Trojans and
was named MVP of the 1974
College World Series in Omaha,
Nebraska.

Milke hopes to become a coach
after graduation from UNLV next
spring, but for now, he will
continue to do his very best to
help the Runnin' Rebels do the
finest job they can in every game
they play.

UNLV's Larry Chin In Second Year
Replacing a living legend

wasn't an easy task to ask of him,
but UNLV's student manager,
Larry Chin, did quite well in his
first season last .year with the
Runnin' Rebels.

Chin used his extensive back-
ground of working with a variety
of sporting teams to do the job of

replacing UNLV's living legend
Gil Castillo.

Castillo, known as "My main
man" by coach Jerry Tarkanian,
retired orior to last season after
five years with Tark at Long
Beach State and another three
with him at UNLV.

Of Chinese descent. Chin is a
1974 graduate of Western High
School in Las Vegas where he
served as student manager for
both football and soccer for two
years.

Chin, who was born in Tucson,
Arizona moved to Las, Vegas
in 1964, was student manager on
both the 1974 and 1975 UNLV
football teams under former Re-
bel head coach Ron Meyer before
taking over for Castillo prior to
last season.

A dedicated individual, he still
helps Floyd Browning (UNLV's

equipment manager) with the
football program in his spare
time.

Chin is a Liberal Arts major at
UNLV, in his senior year, special-
izing in photography. He still has
time to take many photos which
have appeared in UNLV athletic
publications, including this 1977-
78 Runnin' Rebel Yearbook.
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UNLV Captain Jackie Robinson
Hopes For A Good Year With Rebels
Returning for his second senior

season, UNLV Captain Jackie
Robinson hopes that 1977-78 sees
his return as a Rebel star.
Set to fiaishhUfcollege career last
season, fackie was injured in the
Red-Whfte pre-season game and
forced to miss (he entire season
after an operation on an injured
ankle.
He appears recovered and is

anxious to lead the Runnin'
Rebels as captain and one of three
seniors on the 1977-78 squad.
Robinson is a tough and rough

competitor, and he has to be one
of the hardest working players in
the country. He has doggedly and
determinedlywbrked on his game
and his rehabilitation with undy-
ing loyalty and perseverance.

His strength and stamina have
carried him far, and 2 years ago
was his finest season as a Runnin'
Rebel, especially in shooting,
where he made tremendous
strides towards developing a soft
touch.

This past year, he has worked
very hard on developing his inside
game further to compensate for
his reduced jumping ability. It is
uncertain if his jumping ability
has been permanently affected,
but no matter, because his
determination will make up for it
in other areas of his total game.

He spent most of his first three
seasons with UNLV playing above
the rim, and led UNLV in
reboundingduring the 29-2,1976-
77 season, averaging 8.9 board
per game for the well-balanced,
nationally ranked team.
Playing in aU3I Runnin' Rebel

games that season, Jackie made
158 or 308 field goal attempts for

a fine .513 percentage and 59 of
60 free throw tosses for an
improving .656%. His 375 points
represent an average output of
12.1 points per game, and he
committed only 59 fouls. He was
fouled out only once, in the
Runnin' Rebels final game of the
year in the NCAA Western

Regionals against the University
of Arizona.

Jackie scored in double figures
in 20 of the 31 games his junior
season, with a career high of 24
against the University of Colora-
do. In all, Robinson had five
efforts of 20 or more points, but
consistently contributed 15 to 18
points.

On the boards, Jackie was a real
asset, esoeciallv on offense, and

in 14 games, he pulled down 10 or
more for the Runnin' Rebels. He
had a seasonal high of 15 points
on the road against lowa State
University and had 14 each in the
UNLV wins over the University of
Utah and Loyola Marymount
University.
Jackie is a swirling mass of

muscle-dribbling, running, driv-
ing, twisting, jumping, shooting,
and doing everything he can to
help the Runnin' Rebels come
away with a victory. In three
productive years with UNLV,
Robinson has appeared in 83
games, scoring 826 points for a
10-point-per-game average and

has gotten 699 rebounds for an
average qfJU.I per game.
Robinsoh had a very successful

prep career at Morningside High
School in Inglewood, California,
and finished his senior season
with a 17.8 scoring average plus a
first-team position on the CIF
AAAA All-Star Squad with former
Rebel Lewis Brown.
The All-America high school

player was the MVP of the South
Bay league and played for the
U.S. AAU All-Stars in Europe
during the summer of 1973.
While at UNLV, he has spent the

summer months working with
youth at various camps through-
out the Southland area.

Jackie capped his junior year by
being selected honorable mention
Academic All-America for UNLV.
Jackie Robinson is the epitome

of what Runnin' Rebles are made
of. He is a champion individual in
every way.
He should be a truly great UNLV

captain in 1977-78.
m . m

Jackie Robinson

Sutton Named Pizza Hut Coach
WICHITA, Kan.-Eddie Sut-

ton, who was named national
Coach of the Year by the U.S.
Basketball Writers' Association
last season after his Arkansas
Razorbacks posted a 26-2 record,
has been selected to pilot the
West squad in the 7th annual
Pizza Hut Basketball Gassic.
The NCAA and NAIA-sanctioned
charity all-star event for senior
collegians is scheduled April 1 at
the Las Vegas Convention Center.

Sutton, who was named South-
west Conference Coach of the

•Wear in both 1975 and 1977,
'.shows a stunning 62-20 record .

In SWC play, his Porkers are
36-10, including last season's 16-0

'mark en route to the league title.
As a major college head coach,

the Bucklin, Kan., native has a
144-68mark. He was 82-48 in five
years at Creighton before assum-
ing the Razorback reins.

A graduate of Oklahoma State
where he started three years
under the fabled Henry Iba,
Sutton had his first head coaching
position at Tulsa (Okla.) Central
High School where he built a
119-51 in six campagins. Sutton,
who was a graduate assistant
under Iba for one year after his

eligibility was completed, left
Tulsa Central tobuild to program
at Southern Idaho, a junior
college that had never had a
basketball team. In three years
under Sutton, Southern Idaho was
83-14.

Sutton is the first Southwest
Conference coach to appear in the
Pizza Hut Basketball Gassic,
whose series is knotted at 3-3.
Voting for participants in the 1978
event has just begun at the
nation's 3,000 Pizza Hut restau-
rants and participating univer-
sities. The 1978 East coach will
be Dave Gavitt of Providence
College.

EddieMLeod New Addition
EdVfeicLeod

4-8, Mt Junior
iMßlngeflk, California

Los Angelet native Eddie Mc-
Leod joins up with the Runnin'
Rebels this s<fcaon after playing
for two years is the junior college
tanks.

McLeodletHked three times for
Locke High Sckool in Watts, and
was named 111-City and All-
League. Heisionsidereda"pure
shooter."

Coach' Tarkanian commentedon McLeod when he signed the
6-8 forward bad in Atpil of this '
year. "He will complement our
existing personnel .very well."
Called a "late bloomer" by

McLeod came into

town at Oxnard JuniorCollege,
eicht averaeed 24 points per

game and 10 rebounds. He also

earned Junior College All-Ameri-
can honors to go along with his
first team selection to the Wes-
tern Conference All-Star squad.
He holds the Oxnard records for
most points—4s, and rebounds-
-20, in a single game.

He is another of the many fine
Rebel prospect with an eye on the
pro ranks and is looking forward
to playing for UNLV with its pro
style patterned offense.

McLeod has the ability to step
right in and go to work as the
starting Rebel center for the
1977-78season, and may even be
used when the team goes to its
three forward attack.

He will be able to use his
quickness and speed to help him
in running the patented UNLV
offense. He may spend a lot of
time at the forward spot depend-
ing on the game situations.

McLeod prides himself on
playing tough defense, which
could be a strong suit for him
during the next two seasons at

UNLV.
He also has excellent leaping

ability as he prepares tomake his
way into the hearts and minds of
Runnin' Rebel fans everywhere.

Hang Gliding Popular
by Dennis Berry

Have you ever had the urge to
fly? Be like the birds? Get away
from it all? There is a sport that
can help you live this dream.
What is this sport? Hang gliding.
Over 30,000 people participate in

the sport of hang gliding all over
the United States, and more are
learning every day.
Hang gliding has just caught on

recently, and it's very cheap to
learn. In order to learn how to
hang glide, first the person must
go through ground schooling,
which is caught by a professional
instructor. »

Then a person must take a
simulated flight, so as to get the
feeling ofhang gliding and to get
enough jumps tf get his or her
feet off the ground.

In order to continue partici-
pating in the sport, a person must
get a proficiency rating, which
ranges from "Hand rating I" to a
"hand rating III."

When you reach the Hang
Rating 111, it is time to get your
own hang glider, the price of
which can run in the high
hundreds, depending on whether
or not a person can afford an
expensive glider.
Injuries are far and few, with

only one person in every 600
jumps receiving an injury. But
those injuries are the result of
human error, and not a structural
error.

So, if you get the feeling you
want to fly high in the sky, with
the birds or in the breeze, hang
gliding could be the thing for you.

GOD HELP ME. I WONT DO IT AGAIN--UNLV wrestler Larry
Buckner seems to be pleading for help in a recent match. UNLV will
wrestle in two matches this week On Dec.9. they Willi
Northridee. On Dec. 10 they will meet the University of Wyoming.
Both matches start at 7:30p. m. and will take place at the campus gym.

photo by Robert Qualey
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Rebels up 65-64.
The lead changed hands four

times in the next three minutes,
with the Braves coming out on top
76-74, and maintaining a one-
point lead, until four Phegley free
throws boosted it to four, at 83-79.

With 4:19 remaining in the
game, Theus and Robinson erup-
ted for the Rebels, scoring nine
points and putting the Rebs in
front 89-85. But again Phegley
took to the boards with a
three-point play bringing Bradley
within one.

Forty-eight seconds showed on
the clock as Vegas went into a

wall-executed stall leading 89-88.
But a foul on the Braves' Rick
Malnati found Govain sinking two
from the line.

With the score 91-88 Phegley
drew a foul on Tony Smith, and
hit both shots as :36 remained on
the board. Bringing in the ball,
Vegas again went to the stall,
and, with the clock running down,
senior guard Mike Milke was
fouled by Terry Leaker. Milke
missed at the line, and Phegleyhad the ball with :05, but
stumbled as he crossed the key.His last-second shot went wide,
leaving 6,352 breathless Rebel
fans elated.

Gavitt Pizza Hut Coach
WICHITA, Kan.—Dave Gavitt,

whose Providence College teams
have played in seven consecutive
national post-season tourna-
ments, has been named to coach
the East squad in the seven
annual Pizza Hut Basketball
Classic. The NCAA and NAlA-
sanctioned chairty all-star event
for senior collegians is scheduled
April 1 at the Las Vegas Conven-
tion Center.

Gavitt, who has posted a 175-60
record since taking the Provi-
dence helm in 1969, has a career
college coaching mark of 193-93
compiled at Dartmouth and with
the Friaras.

A five-time honoree as New
England Coach of the Year, the
40-year-old Gavitt has directed
the past six Frair teams to
seasons of 20 or more victories.
His 1973-74 squad posted a 28-4
record. In the past seven season,
PC has played in four NCAA
events and three National Invita-

tional Tournaments.
Last season, Providence ran off

a 24-5 mark, including a double-
overtime victory against No. 1
ranked Michigan, and earned a
berth in the NCAA Tournament.

The Westerly, R. 1., native and
Dartmouth graduate has been a
member of the Olympic Executive
Committee, served as chairman
for the Olympic Basketball Selec-
tion Committee and in 1975
coached the United States team inthe Intercontinential Cup Tourna-
ment. In addition to his basket-
ball duties. Gavitt is athletic
director at PC.

Providence product Joe Hassett
appeared as a member of A1
McGuire's East squad in the 1977
Pizza Hut event. Voting for
participants in the 1978 game will
begin Dec. 1 at the nation's 3,000
Pizza Hut restaurants and partici-
pating universities. The all-star
series is knotted at three, with
East victories having been posted
in 1974-76.

Rebels Move Up Three
Notches In Yell Top Twenty

by Dennis Berry
North Carolina continues to

lead the Yell Top Twenty poll for
the third straight week. The
Wolfpack was followed closely by
Kentucky and Marquette.

North Carolina gathered 97
points to just nip Kentucky with
95. Marquette was five points
behind the Wolfpack with 92
points. Notre Dame jumped two
notches to No. 4.

UNLV moved up to fifth on the
strength of its two victories this
past week. Cincinnati jumped up
four notches to sixth while UCLA
dropped two notches to seventh.

Michigan made one of the
biggest jumps from 12th to eighth
and Arkansas remained ninth.
Maryland moved up three notches
to 10th and Utah made the
biggest jump.

Utah was unranked last week
and moved all the way up to 11th
in this weeks poll. Syracuse
dropped a notch to 12th while
Purdue moved up a notch to No.
13.

USF made the biggest drop of
the week after its loss to Arizona
last week. Arizona received nine
votes but was unable to crack the
top twenty this week.

St. Johns moved up three
notches this week. Louisville also
took a drop in the polls after its

TOP TWENTY Points

1. North Carolina 97

2. Kentucky 95
3. Marquette 92
4. Notre Dame 86
5. UNLV 65 I
6. Cincinnati 63
7. UCLA 62
8. Michigan 55

9. Arkansas 53

10. Maryland 53

11. Utah 39

12. Syracuse 37

13. Pardue 37

14. USF 37

15. St. Johns 23

16. Louisville 21
17. Clemson 20

18. Indiana St. 17
19. NeV Mexico 16
20. UNC, Charlotte

loss last week and was ranked
16th. Clemson gathered 20 votes
and moved from 20th to 17th
while Indiana St. made its debut

in the top ten coming in at 18th.
New Mexico, a future Rebel

foe, also made its debut in the top
twenty coming in at 19th and last
years fourth place team in the
NCAA finals, UNC, Charlotte at
No. 20.

Others receiving votes: San
Diego St.--10, Arizona-9, WakeForest--5, Washington St.--5, De-
troit-4. Kansas -3, Holy Cross«3,
Alcorn St.--2, Alabama-1.
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contacted, and will have the
chance to defend himself at the
next conference.

The next meeting is tentative-
ly scheduled for March 3-5, 1978,
and will be held in Carson City.
On the agenda so far is

discussion to eliminate proxy
voting on Constitutional amend-
ments and a reorganization of the
current delegate-nondelegate si-
tuation.
President Hunt concluded the

meeting by urging the delegates
to "not be USUNS delegates for
just the three days at the
conference, but to be delegates
when you return to your schools."

entertain the audience that they
had not already done. But the
audience was in for a surprise.
As EW&F closed their show with
"Getaway" a metal , pyramid
decended from the roof and one
by one the groups members
entered it after waving goodbye.
When they were all in it, it rose,
and with stage bombs exploding
the pyramid disintegrated show-
ing nothing. Unnoticed to the
audience a group of people
dressed as spacemen had ap-
peared on stage and lining up
took offtheir helmets to show that
the group was indeed there and
just as magical and exciting as
their music. With that group left
the stage but the audience's
demand for an encore was great
and EW&F obliged them.

Lorenz Studies Wants Of Radio Audience
Ascertainment studies to learn

the wants of the radio-listening
audience of a proposed UNLV-
based radio station are now
underway.
Scott Lorenz, CSUN president,

said telephone, mailing and per-
sonal interviews are now being
conducted by CSUN to ascertain

the interests, problems and goals
of the community of a radio
station.
The study, required by the

Federal Communications Com-
mission, is mandated before
approval can be granted for a
station to go on the air.
UNLV has applied to the FCC to

have a student-based, owned and
operated station. Preliminary
work in the grant application has
been completed.

After the ascertainment study is
completed, CSUN can apply for

the actual radio license. Lorenz is
hopeful that the station, which
was approved by regents, will
begin broadcasting in the spring.
The station will be located on the

second floor of the student union.

Continued[from page 3

Continued from page 14
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STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
FINANCIAL ADD, FR 112-B

1- Florist Sales/Telephone Work Open #715
2. Typist (on campus) 52.75/hr #717

3. Realty Office Work $2.50/hr plus gas #720
4. Accountant Trainee 53.50/hr #723
5. Counter/Cashier (10-2 p.m.) $3.24/hr #726
6. Liquor Counter/Stock $3.30/hr #728
7. Food Dlstrl./Warehouse $2.30/hr #729
8. Office Work (on camus Jan 30) Open #730
9. Fabric Sales (Xmas help) $2.30/hr #731

10. Architecture Plans Reader Open #732
Marlon Bennett Youth Program
wants to hire Tutor/Counselors to Diamond's wUI fe tatervlewfcgwork with dlsadvantifced youth In for new gtore „pilot program. Mellows on December 6-9 at theto math and/or English/reading convent center (Gold Roomand have 1/2 day available to Entrance).
work. Starts Jan. lat.
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FOB SALE--If yaa aia y.m1.l b GUITAR taatnctfaa farbafla-
Paycbaleglcal atatladcs unHinti lar PSY 103, an An idtlM. FhM Imm aad avahadlaa
cfcaap, call 734-1211. baa. Laaard TaacW. Aaaact, UNLV

taattartar,t«ll 731-4129
FOE SAIJS--Ka«a«a Infcl ■*>. wtt ha« FREE SOCIAL EVENT--avary Saaday. M*iMl h H MO, caR 7-10p.»..l

210 E. Calllwla. Call 30S-042* » 305-H7I.
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? "'T^r7ni?TOd '"*• '*~•

|
,*n "*bU' aaaßy, aad cbaaply. Fa. Uaaaaa »«735^}?^

THE FREPROFESSIONAL OPFICEWkHa Ball,FOR SALE--1973 Fart LTD, Ma daar, Ifekl Maa room 203, la apaa la all Uadaab nith,»Hk aavy pla atripaa, aaw radlala ataal ballad, lalbraatlaa aa piapialaaalaaal caraara. faTiaara
apatad cbraaa aa«a. aa> facttry apbaUatry, aa> fcfanaatiaa call 7M 3732. rka baara araibaavy daly baMacy, pa»ar Maariag, Maa, air Maaday! 11-l-Taaadayi 12-S-WadaaadayicawßMaaht, laala.. radla wtonpar apaakara, ha 111-Thatadayi 12-S-FHdayi HO, 11-3.30 ».ai.madlll—aad law .llaafa. 122*5. Call 302-0443 PROFESSIONAL FLIGHT INSTRUCTION- II yaa
EXERCISE EQUIPMENT FOR SALE~O» "Si-

" mJL,
N-Trtai"bady aianto. aad a "Ballvaffcar" bady STSS'-*—"

laaa aiarclaar. Calail. 3«M daitaa Ika da> """""aaaad aamia.
=» i COLLEGIATE RESEARCH PAPERS-Tbaaaaada

LOST ft FOUND# #### aa flla. All acadaalcaafajacta. Saad SI far mall
SILVER SPOONRlNG~laft aa caaMa. la Oral Oaaa SIS .

*M«laa. Calif.
library wnU the pmoo who Hppid h 90W5< 1313] 4T7-&474.
•flffaaa. Imm >H. CSL'N Laal AFaaad. GOING HOME TO LA FOR HOUDAfT-Maka
WANTED* 0000 SM-1100 aallbi plctara Blai al panda. Taataa-
WANTED FEMALES

[»3! 242-I*2 a,

call 731-3W2 a* *" *""* <l**Chl' TYPING •••••

WANTED-Commerdal dMak|, pait-llac wait TYPING DONE-Expertly, accurately, promptly,
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15- JflMr Prompt, »•••—W. «d accnUe. cellwoe or woanm, call Mr. Jeoepb 735 9390 731 3862 or leave your name and number at
HELP WANTED-Add Waatad IMMEDI- A7O-2467
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� Two locations ««.pvC
* 140 plus m.p.g. A 00)^
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* Parts and Accessories ace
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